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INTRINSIC QUARKS AND HEAVY FLAVOUR PRODUCTION 
Timothy P S p i l l e r 
ABSTRACT 
A model i s constructed f o r the d i f f r a c t i v e production 
of heavy f l a v o u r s i n hadron-hadron i n t e r a c t i o n s , based 
on the presence of an i n t r i n s i c heavy quark component 
i n the hadron wavefunction. I t requires three i n g r e d i e n t s ; 
the heavy quark content of the i n i t i a l hadron, the 
p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t these heavy quarks are scattered, and the 
p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t they form heavy flavoured hadrons afterwards. 
The i n i t i a l heavy quark d i s t r i b u t i o n s are ca l c u l a t e d , 
using lowest order p e r t u r b a t i v e QCD, s t a r t i n g from the 
valence c o n s t i t u e n t quark d i s t r i b u t i o n s , and compared w i t h 
deep i n e l a s t i c charm production data. The valence d i s t r i -
butions are designed to reproduce the dimensional counting 
r u l e s , and, v i a r e c i p r o c i t y , to be consistent w i t h the heavy 
quark fragmentation f u n c t i o n s . 
The l i g h t quark-hadron s c a t t e r i n g cross-section i s 
parametrized by Pomeron exchange, and extended to heavy 
quarks using the f-dominance hypothesis f o r the Pomeron-
quark coupling. Dynamical and kinematical f a c t o r s which 
c o n t r o l the r i s e of these cross-sections from threshold 
are b u i l t i n . The v a l i d i t y of these ideas i s tested 
against charm photo-production data, by using a vector 
dominance model f o r the photon-hadron s c a t t e r i n g . 
The p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t the scattered quarks recombine 
to produce heavy flavoured hadrons i s assumed t o be given 
by the overlap of the i n i t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of quarks w i t h 
the d i s t r i b u t i o n i n a heavy hadron. We compare the 
pr e d i c t i o n s of our model w i t h strangeness and charm production 
data, and make p r e d i c t i o n s f o r bottom and top production. 
I n p a r t i c u l a r , the magnitude of the le p t o n i c signal to be 
expected from the decay of top quarks produced at the 
CERN pp-Collider i s given. 
. We conclude t h a t a l l aspects of t h i s model are consistent 
w i t h present experimental data, and t h a t the top quark should 
be observed at the C o l l i d e r i f i t s mass i s around 35 GeV. 
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MOTIVATION, BACKGROUND AND MODEL 
1.1 MOTIVATION 
1.1.1 Recent Experimental Data 
A l o t of hadron-hadron s c a t t e r i n g experiments have 
been done over the l a s t decade, at various energies. 
I t i s found t h a t heavy flavoured hadrons are produced 
q u i t e f r e q u e n t l y compared to l i g h t ones, roughly i n 
the r a t i o s 
(u,d) : s : c -x, 1 : 1/4 : 10"^ lO""^ (1.1.1) 
at the highest energies. 
There appear to be two production mechanisms f o r 
heavy flavoured p a r t i c l e s . Most are created " c e n t r a l l y " , 
w i t h small centre of mass (COM) momenta compared to that 
of the beams, but some (about 1/5) go "forward", w i t h a 
sizeable momentum. The l a t t e r always have small trans-
verse momentum ( r e l a t i v e t o the beam), so i t i s quite 
clear which i n i t i a l hadron they came from. Such production 
i s termed " d i f f r a c t i v e " . 
1.2.1 F a i l u r e of Old Models 
The older hadron production models f a l l i n t o two 
categories. 
(a) S t a t i s t i c a l m o d e l s i n which the p r o b a b i l i t y of 
-2m 
producing a hadron of mass m i s exp( T ) (a Boltzmann 
f a c t o r ) where T i s a u n i v e r s a l temperature 160 MeV. 
This gives 
(u,d) : s : c 1 : 10""^  : 10"^ (1.1.2) 
(2) 
(b) Tunnelling models , i n which the p r o b a b i l i t y of 
producing a quark-antiquark p a i r (which then hadronize) 
-Tt<m|Q > 
i s exp( ^ ^  ) where the s t r i n g constant K 'v. 0.2 GeV^, 
<m2Q> i s defined by <ni|Q> = ™Q + <k|>, where m^  i s the 
quark mass and <k^> -x, 0.1 GeV^. This gives 
(u,d) : s : c 1 : 1/3 : 10 (1.1.3) 
Both give the r i g h t order of magnitude f o r strange-
ness production, but are f a r too small f o r charm, and 
ne i t h e r explains the observed momentum d i s t r i b u t i o n s . 
Over the l a s t few years there have been attempts to 
improve on these p r e d i c t i o n s . 
1.2 NEW MODELS FOR HEAVY FLAVOUR PRODUCTION 
Numerous p r e d i c t i o n s f o r hadronic charm production 
(3) 
e x i s t , based on the expression 
a(AB>crX) = I r d x . d x . f M x J f j ( x . ) 9 ( i j * c r ) (1.2.1) i , j 1 J A 1 e J 
f o r the cross-section. f^^x^^) i s the p r o b a b i l i t y density 
•3-
f o r f i n d i n g j>»r+oa i i n hadron A w i t h l o n g i t u d i n a l 
momentum f r a c t i o n x^. The parton amplitudes f o r the 
sub-process cross-section, 3 , come from p e r t u r b a t i v e 
(4) -QCD , and are shown i n f i g u r e 1.1. The cc p a i r are 
created c e n t r a l l y and assumed to fragment to form 
hadrons. The c a l c u l a t i o n s use the measured x-
d i s t r i b u t i o n s f o r l i g h t quarks and gluons, but assume 
values f o r the strong coupling O g , the charmed quark 
mass m^ , and the threshold f o r the sub-process. For 
reasonable choices of these the p r e d i c t i o n s are 
ge n e r a l l y too small to account f o r the c e n t r a l production 
of Section 1.1.1. 
Barger et a l ^ ^ ^ also consider the e x c i t a t i o n 
amplitudes of f i g u r e 1.2, as a possible explanation 
f o r the d i f f r a c t i v e charm production. This requires 
a d d i t i o n a l assumptions f o r the magnitude and shape of 
f ^ ( x ) . They argue t h i s arises from QCD e v o l u t i o n , 
A C -
and t h a t at Q^  4m^ i s "hard", i n order to f i t the 
2 
data, evolving t o lower x^ at larger Q to avoid 
c o n f l i c t w i t h deep i n e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g data. The 
charmed hadrons are produced by recombination w i t h 
the valence quarks. 
A model f u s i n g a diquark from one hadron w i t h a 
quark from the other has been proposed by Donnachie^^^ 
and te s t e d against strange baryon production data. 
This requires assumptions f o r the magnitude and 
-4-
Figure 1.1: The parton amplitudes f o r i j + cc. 
-5-
Figure 1.2: The parton amplitudes f o r i c > i c . 
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shape of the diquark d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
Brodsky et a l ^ ^ ^ propose an explanation f o r 
d i f f r a c t i v e charm production using the idea of " i n t r i n s i c " 
charm. They model the c o n t r i b u t i o n to f ^ ( x ) from the 
p c 
|uudcc> Fock s t a t e of the proton, and conclude t h a t the 
heavy quarks carry most of the momentum. The f i n a l 
hadrons are again produced v i a a reformation process,' 
the n o r m a l i z a t i o n being f i x e d from experiment. 
These d i f f r a c t i v e models contain u n c e r t a i n t i e s . 
Normalization t o f i t data i s needed, and possible 
d i f f i c u l t i e s i n recombining the quarks i n t o hadrons are 
neglected. E x t r a p o l a t i o n to heavier masses from charm 
2 2 
i s simply assumed to scale l i k e ni^/m^ ( i = b , t ) , e i t h e r 
i n the i n t r i n s i c cross-section, or the inverse of the 
threshold f o r the d i f f r a c t i v e e x c i t a t i o n sub-process. 
1.3 OUR MODEL; AIM AND CONSTRUCTION 
We propose a model f o r d i f f r a c t i v e heavy fl a v o u r 
production, based on the idea of i n t r i n s i c heavy quarks, 
and regard c e n t r a l production as a separate e f f e c t , 
s t i l l t o be s a t i s f a c t o r i l y explained. We aim to avoid 
some of the u n c e r t a i n t i e s of the e x i s t i n g models. 
Using a proton as an example, the basic idea i s tha t a 
heavy quark Q i n the proton's |uudQQ> Fock state 
s c a t t e r s " s o f t l y " on the other hadron, and the quarks 
then recombine t o form heavy flavoured hadrons. 
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The QQ are pai r - c r e a t e d inside the proton. As they 
are heavy we model t h i s by lowest order p e r t u r b a t i v e QCD. 
Consequently the r e l a t i v e normalization of the Fock 
states I uud> and |uudQQ> i s predicted. The quarks i n 
these states are c o n s t i t u e n t s , as between them they carry 
a l l of the proton's momentum. 
I n Chapter 2 we model valence c o n s t i t u e n t quark 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s , ensuring they s a t i s f y the dimensional 
counting r u l e s (see Section 1.7), and support these i n 
Chapter 3 by considering heavy quark fragmentation. 
Chapter 4 i s devoted to the c a l c u l a t i o n of i n t r i n s i c 
heavy quark d i s t r i b u t i o n s i n l i g h t hadrons. 
Unlike deep i n e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g , d i f f r a c t i v e 
s c a t t e r i n g i s s o f t , and so the appropriate framework 
(8) 
i s Regge theory . We discuss t h i s i n Chapter 5, 
and c a l c u l a t e heavy quark-hadron cross-sections. 
Since recombination functions are e s s e n t i a l l y 
valence d i s t r i b u t i o n s , we then have a l l the ingredients 
t o p r e d i c t hadronic heavy f l a v o u r production, which i s 
the t o p i c of Chapter 6. We present our conclusions i n 
Chapter 7. 
I n the remainder of t h i s chapter we introduce 
the background theory and ideas we need, and define our 
n o t a t i o n f o r the c a l c u l a t i o n of cross-sections, parton 
•8-
d e n s i t i e s etc. This may be omitted, and simply used 
f o r reference., by the reader f a m i l i a r w i t h t h i s framework. 
1.4 STANDARD THEORY 
1.4.1 Cross-Sections and Widths 
The cross-section f o r AB * N p a r t i c l e s i s given by 





i = l 
N 
d3£. i(2n)'^6 '»(p^+Pg- z p . ) 
2 ( 2 n ) 3 p 1 J 
i = l 
(1.4.1) 
S i m i l a r l y f o r a width 
P N r(A*N) = 1 n 
i = l \ ^'£i 1 2PA J [2(2lT )^p°J 
V N I ^ 
N 
(2n)'*6Mp,- I p.) 
(1.4.2) 
I n both cases |A|^  i s the squared modulus of the amplitude 
f o r an N - p a r t i c l e f i n a l s t a t e , averaged over i n i t i a l 
spins and summed over f i n a l ones, p^ are the relevant 
four-momenta, and h i s the f l u x f a c t o r , defined by 
(1.4.3) 
a i s Lorentz i n v a r i a n t while r transforms as the 
zeroth component of a fo u r - v e c t o r , (hence the d i l a t i o n 
of l i f e t i m e s ) . 
-9-
1.4.2 QED, QCD and Regge Theory 
Our work w i l l r e q u i r e frequent evaluation of 
amplitudes, such as i n (1.4.1). When these are unknown 
e l l 
(8) 
(9) (4) 
we r e s o r t to modelling, but also c a l l on QED , QCD 
and Regge theory 
We use QED, the U ( l ) gauge theory of e l e c t r o -
magnetism, when considering the s c a t t e r i n g of leptons 
and quarks, and also need weak i n t e r a c t i o n s ^ ^ (the 
other h a l f of the SU(2) x U ( l ) electro-weak theory) 
when considering l e p t o n i c decays of heavy quarks. 
When c a l c u l a t i n g amplitudes we employ these 
the o r i e s p e r t u r b a t i v e l y . The Feynman ru l e s are 
conveniently l i s t e d i n the appendices of Itzykson 
(9) 
and Zuber , as are many other standard r e s u l t s 
(eg trace theorems) and we adopt t h e i r n o t a t i o n through-
out, except f o r d e f i n i n g the normalization of Dirac 
spinors by 
u(p,s)u(p,s) ^ 2m (1.4.4) 
The spin summation then reads 
(p,s)u(p,s) = li + m (1.4.5) In 
s 
w i t h the advantage t h a t (1.4.1) and (1.4.2) hold f o r 
any combination of bosons and fermions. I n a l l our 
•10-
diagrams a photon i s represented by ''\y\y\^ and a 
gluon by UlSJUO 
The QCD approach to hadron physics has d e f i c i e n c i e s . 
At present quark confinement i s not proven, and many 
features of hadron s t r u c t u r e and s c a t t e r i n g , p a r t i c u l a r l y 
at high energy and low momentum-transfer, remain to be 
explained. However Regge theory has f a r more success 
w i t h the l a t t e r , and so t h i s i s the approach we introduce 
and use when considering such s c a t t e r i n g . 
1.4.3 The O p t i c a l Theorem 
Summing (1.4.1) over a l l possible f i n a l states 
gives the t o t a l cross-section. Using u n i t a r i t y the 
r i g h t hand side may be r e - w r i t t e n i n terms of the e l a s t i c 
s c a t t e r i n g amplitude at zero momentum-transfer, g i v i n g 
the o p t i c a l theorem 
= |Disc(A^3.^3) (1.4.6) 
We employ t h i s occasionally, but Mueller's 
generalization^''""'"^ w i l l be more u s e f u l . This says 
16n3E^ d j a (ABH:X) = 2Disc(A^g^^^g^) (1.4.7) 
^ 3„ h 
^ £ c 
where again the d i s c o n t i n u i t y i s evaluated w i t h the f i n a l 
momenta equal t o the i n i t i a l . X i s any hadronic f i n a l 
s t a t e . The d e r i v a t i o n of (1.4.7) i s the same as tha t of 
-11-
(1.4.6), w i t h the crossing of the f i n a l C to an 
i n i t i a l C. As a r e s u l t the amplitude i s at an un-
physical value of p^. We simply assume t h i s a n a l y t i c 
c o n t i n u a t i o n can be made; f o r a discussion see 
Reference 8, Section 10.4. 
To evaluate d i s c o n t i n u i t i e s we use the rules due 
to Cutkosky . 
1.5 LIGHT CONE VARIABLES 
Usually we w i l l t r e a t four-momenta i n terms of t h e i r 
l i g h t cone components, defined by 
PA ^PA *PA • ETA = <P^P^' < i - 5 - i ) 
and use the p r o j e c t i o n operator defined by 
= P! (1.5.2) pPA = PA 
Under a Lorentz boost ( w i t h v e l o c i t y 6, and 
Y = (1 - 32)"^) along the 3-axis, p^ > PA*^ ' ^ ^^^^ 
P r - ^ »>PA* •- E ^ A - P T A 'i-^-^) 
Therefore any r a t i o s of the form 
= k^ (1.5.4) 
-12-
are i n v a r i a n t . For example, and are our nota t i o n 
f o r hadron and quark momenta r e s p e c t i v e l y . The Jacobian 
f o r the v a r i a b l e change of (1.5.1) i s 5, so, using 
(1.5.4), 
d^k. = Jdk!d2kT,,dk: = dx,d2kT,.d(k?) (1.5.5) 
I n terms of these v a r i a b l e s dot products read 
2p^.k. = X.(P^2+PT2^) + 1 (k2+k^2.) - 2p^^.k^. 
^ i 
j i 
1.6 THE PARTON MODEL 
Whenever a hadron i s probed s u f f i c i e n t l y hard f o r 
i t s s t r u c t u r e t o be resolved, i t i s found to consist of 
almost f r e e " c u r r e n t " quarks and gluons ( c o l l e c t i v e l y , 
partons) ^•'••^ '•^ ^^  This i s i n agreement w i t h QCD, since 
2 2 (4) the strong coupling a (Q)->-OasQ -»•<» . An 
i n t e r a c t i o n involves the s c a t t e r i n g of one or more 
partons, which then hadronize i n some way. An example 
i s shown i n f i g u r e 1.3. 




Figure 1.3: The parton diagram f o r deep i n e l a s t i c 
electromagneticlepton (1) - hadron (A) s c a t t e r i n g , 
showing the four-momenta of the p a r t i c l e s . I n the 
hadron r e s t frame, (p^= (m^.o)), we define 
Pi = ^Ej,£^) and p j = (Ej,£p, and the angles 6, (j) 
as shown. 
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X = -q2 ; V = p .q (1.6.1) 
and f ^ ( x ^ ) as the p r o b a b i l i t y density of a quark i 
being i n hadron A w i t h l i g h t cone momentum f r a c t i o n 
x^, defined by (1.5.4). The cross-section f o r the 
process i n f i g u r e 1.3 i s 
I j 3. ^dx,fhx,)16n3 J- n. X 
d^o ( I q . - l q . ) (1.6.2) 
where n i s the number of valence quarks i n A, and X 
i s any hadronic f i n a l s t a t e . This assumes an incoherent 
sum over a l l possible parton f i n a l states i s equivalent 
to the same f o r hadrons. 
However our parton model w i l l d i f f e r from the 
standard one, since when d e r i v i n g f's we w i l l consider 
only the lowest possible value of m. The d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
are then considered t o be those of c o n s t i t u e n t quarks, 
which can be thought of as bare current quarks surrounded 
by a sea of qq p a i r s and gluons. We use l i g h t cone 
v a r i a b l e s , but we s h a l l not neglect masses (except 
those<< hadron masses) or o f f mass-shell e f f e c t s . 
I f we do, though, the usual r e s u l t s emerge, which 
we demonstrate as a check, and to introduce our 
n o t a t i o n . 
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The hadron tensor, W^ ,^ i s defined by 
1 6 n 3 E , ^ ^ l A ^ l ^ ^ E 8lli«iLP^W, ( 1 . 6 . 3 ) 
^d3£^ Ejq"* P^  
Neglecting the lepton mass, the lepton tensor i s 
LP^ = Tx{i>[y^i>^y''} ( 1 . 6 . 4 ) 
while 
e2 1 ( 1 . 6 . 5 ) 
" - Tn =T37 
e being the lepton charge. The most general gauge-
( 1 5 ) i n v a r i a n t expression f o r W^^ i s 
% = W^(v,q2)(-gj^^+lji,) + W^(v,qM 
m| 
(PA, - l : Z A q ^ ) ( p ^ ^ - l l f A q ^ ) ( 1 . 6 . 6 ) 
q2 q2 
Using the d i f f e r e n t i a l form of ( 1 . 4 . 1 ) w i t h 
N = 2, the Feynman r u l e s f o r QED, and i n t e g r a t i n g over 
the quark momentum gives 




( 1 . 6 . 7 ) 
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where ee^ is the quark charge and 
T2j^(k.,k.+q) = Tr{(K.+m.)Y^(K.+«f+ni.)Y^} (1.6.8) 
Evaluating the trace gives 
T2^^(k.,k..q) = 4 [ k , ^ ( k , . q ) ^ . k , ^ ( k . . q ) ^ 
- g^(k..(k.+q)-m2.) ] (1.6.9) 










We s u b s t i t u t e i n (1.6.9) and (1.6.6), and then operate 
w i t h P'^^^P'^^ (as defined by (1.5.2)) to obtain 
m i 
Z Z 
mSn i = l J 
m r 1 - o ^ 
dx,fj(x,)®£e((k,+q)°) 
o ^ ^ ^ h ^ 
6 ((k.+q)2 -m?.)8k+(k.+q)'^ (1.6.11) 
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Neglecting the quark mass 
6 ((k.-^q)2-rf.) = i 6(x.-x) (1.6.12) 
and, from (1.4.3), 
h = 4m^x^Ej (1.6.13) 
Using (1.6.12) the i n t e g r a l i n (1.6.11) i s t r i v i a l , 
and d e f i n i n g ^12^^ 
F;^  = m^W^(v,q2) ; ^2 = m ^l^""*^^^ (1.6.14) 
A 
the r e s u l t i s 
^ 1 ^ ^ ' + !2 ( P t - ^ q ^ ) ^ = ^ ^ f ^ x ) ! i k j ( k +q)^ • ^ ^ msn i = l ^  X V ^ ^ q2 V 
(1.6.15) 
There i s no q c o e f f i c i e n t on the r i g h t , so t h a t on 
the l e f t must vanish, g i v i n g 
m . 
2xF, = F„ = E E fj-(x)xe2 (1.6.16) 
^ ^ msn i = l ^ 
This i s the f a m i l i a r r e s u l t f o r the s t r u c t u r e 
f u n c t i o n s F-j^  2* showing they are functions of x only, 
obey the Callan-Gross r e l a t i o n ^ a n d are r e l a t e d 
to the quark d i s t r i b u t i o n functions i n the usual way. 
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1.7 DIMENSIONAL COUNTING RULES 
The dimensional counting r u l e s ^ ^ describe the 
behaviour of the e l a s t i c cross-section at large -q2, 
shown i n f i g u r e 1.4 f o r lepton-baryon s c a t t e r i n g . 
Consider the amplitude f o r reforming A (the e l a s t i c 
form f a c t o r , G^(q2)) containing n^ gluons, necessary 1^ : 
t o hold the hadron together. I n QCD the fermion traces 
(18) 
t y p i c a l l y cancel the behaviour of the gluon propagators , 
as we s h a l l demonstrate i n Chapter 2. The fermions 
l a b e l l e d — X — i n f i g u r e 1.4 have four-momenta2 '\. q2, 
and so t h e i r propagator denominators give the q2-
dependence of G^(q2), 
G^(q 2) -v. q"2"g (1.7.1) 
(1.4.1) w i t h N=2 i n t e g r a t e s t o give 
a ( l A ^ l A ) = ^  ^ ^'£l (2n)e((p^+q)°) 
2E^(2 11)3 h 
Neglecting the lepton mass 
dq2 s -2E^Ejd(cose) ; dl^^l =dE^ (1.7.3) 
so 
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Figure 1.4: The parton diagram f o r e l a s t i c lepton (1) 
- hadron (A) s c a t t e r i n g , w i t h the same d e f i n i t i o n s f o r 
four-momenta as i n f i g u r e 1.3. 
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^^^1 6((p,.q)2-m|) . ^ ! l ^ ^ ( E i - E i . # ) 
2E^(2n)3 8(2n)3Eim^ 
(1.7.4) 
and from (1.4.3) 
h = 4Eim^ . (1.7.5) 
We s u b s t i t u t e these i n t o (1.7.2) and i n t e g r a t e over 
E-^  and ((), but d i f f e r e n t i a t e w i t h respect to q2, 
o b t a i n i n g 
da(lA>lA) z r i A ^ l A AlA>lA|2 (1.7.6) 
a 
dq2 64nE'2m2 
r e s u l t t h a t w i l l also be of use l a t e r on. Including 
2 
the photon propagator A^ ^^ -^ ^ q" G^(q2). so using 
(1.7.1), (1.7.6) gives 
da(lA>lA) 'vq'^^^g"'^^ (1.7.7) 
dq2 
2 
At large -q , the dominant c o n t r i b u t i o n comes from 
the minimum n , which i s n-1 (n being the number of 
valence quarks), g i v i n g f o r mesons (M) and baryons (B) 
da (IM^IM) q"^ (1.7.8) 
2 
dq 2 -q ->-oo 




The large -q^ form f a c t o r behaviour, (1.7.1), 
r e l a t e s to t h a t of the s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n F2(x) as 
x-^1 i f f i g u r e 1.3 goes over smoothly t o f i g u r e 1.4 
2 2 
as M >m.. To demonstrate t h i s we require an expression 
X A 
f o r da ( l A ^ l X ) , defined by 
dq2 
do ( l A ^ l X ) 
dq^ 
^ dv 6(v-|(M^-m2-q2))_d2a_ (1A*1X) 
dq^dv 
(1.7.10) 
to compare w i t h (1.7.7). 
The integrand derives from (1.6.2). Neglecting 
the lepton mass, (1.6.1) give 
dx = -E^EJ d(cos0) ; dv = -ni^ d|£-^ | =-m^dE^ 
(1.7.11) 




= I I 
i = l ^ ° ' m^Eid3£i 
(1.7.12) 




m=n i = l 
d x , f j < x , ) ^ ; a f _ 
O „ v^u^h m^Ejhq" 
e((k.+q)°)6((k.+q)2-m2.)LP^T2^^(k..k.+q) (1.7.13) 
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Using (1.6.4), (1.6.8), (1.6.10), q. and 
negl e c t i n g the quark mass, 
Y5L^^''T2^^(k.,k.+q)=2k..p^[ 2k. .pj + 2q.p^ + 2k. .q+q2] 
- 2q.p-^q. (q+k^) (1.7.14) 
and i t i s easy t o show 
k^.p^ = 2x^(m^E-[-v) ; q.p^ = XV ; k^.q = x^v 
q 2 = -2x V (1.7.15) 
We use these t o r e - w r i t e (1.7.14) and s u b s t i t u t e i t , 
along w i t h (1.6.12) and (1.6.13), i n t o (1.7.13). 
I n t e g r a t i n g , c a n c e l l i n g , and using (1.6.1) we get 
m 
d£a_(lA*lX) = Z Z f j ( x ) e | 2 n a i 
dxdv mSn i = l X 
1 + 1 1 
^ vm^Ei 2m2Ei2, 
(1.7.16) 
(19) 
which i s a f a m i l i a r r e s u l t , i n a s l i g h t l y u n f a m i l i a r 
guise. We need t h i s form i n Chapter 4, but here re-
w r i t e i t , using (1.6.1) and (1.6.16), t o t h a t required 
by (1.7.10), 
d^o ( l A ^ l X ) = -4na2vF, 
dq 2d V ~u 
+ 1 
v2 vm^Ei 2miEi^ 
(1.7.17) 
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The i n v a r i a n t mass of the f i n a l s t ate X i s given by 
^x ~= ^ PA "'A ^ ^^^1 - ^ /^^ 
g i v i n g 
-q2 = x(M^ - m^) (1.7.18) 
(1-x) 
2 2 
and so f o r any > m^  
-q2 ^ CO E X > 1 (1.7.19) 
A l l quark d i s t r i b u t i o n functions f 4 ( x . ) •>• 0 as x. •••1, 
because of the d i f f i c u l t y i n t r a n s f e r r i n g a l l the 
momentum t o one quark. Suppose the l e a s t suppressed 
behaviour i s 
f h x . ) 'V' ( 1 - x . ) ^ (1.7.20) 
^ ^ x.^1 ^ 
From (1.6.16) and (1.7.19) we deduce 
F, % q"^^ (1.7.21) 
2 - 2. q •q '--*•<>> 
S u b s t i t u t i n g (1.7.17) i n t o (1.7.10), i n t e g r a t i n g , 







This behaviour i s f o r M > m.; i f we assume t h a t i t 
connects smoothly to the e l a s t i c region, and compare 
w i t h the most dominant form of (1.7.7) we get 
N = 2n„„. - 1 (1.7.23) gmrn 
the Drell-Yan-West r e l a t i o n ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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CHAPTER 2 
VALENCE QUARK DISTRIBUTIONS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
I n t h i s chapter we ca l c u l a t e the d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
valence quarks i n an a r b i t r a r y hadron A. More p r e c i s e l y 
we s h a l l derive expressions f o r the x - d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
the quark (or antiquark) i n the |qq> Fock state of a 
meson, and of the quarks i n the iqqq> state of a 
baryon. For l i g h t hadrons these are the input f o r 
c a l c u l a t i n g the x - d i s t r i b u t i o n s of i n t r i n s i c heavy 
QQ p a i r s , and f o r heavy hadrons (c o n t a i n i n g a valence 
Q or Q) give t h e i r recombination f u n c t i o n s , which are 
two of the ingredients f o r our d i f f r a c t i v e model. 
The c a l c u l a t i o n s require several assumptions, 
which we introduce, along w i t h t h e i r j u s t i f i c a t i o n , 
as needed. At the end of t h i s chapter we compare the 
r e s u l t s w i t h experimental data. 
I n order t o derive x - d i s t r i b u t i o n s without 
n e g l e c t i n g masses, or o f f mass-shell e f f e c t s , we 
begin by considering the lepton-hadron i n e l a s t i c 
s c a t t e r i n g of f i g u r e 1.3. Probing the hadron w i t h a 
photon i s merely a c a l c u l a t i o n a l t o o l ; during the 
course of our d e r i v a t i o n the dependence on the photon 
four-momentum q w i l l cancel. This must happen, because 
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the f i n a l r e s u l t i s a property of the hadron alone. 
Our s t a r t i n g p o i n t i s Mueller's generalized o p t i c a l 
theorem, (1.4.7), which applied to the process shown i n 
f i g u r e 1.3 gives 
1 6 n 3 E , ^ = 2 Disc(Aiy^^lT^) 
ld3£^ h- i l A - l i A 
(2.1.1) 
^ITA+ITA t h r e e - p a r t i c l e e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g 
amplitude, which i s evaluated w i t h a l l f i n a l state 
momenta equal t o t h e i r corresponding i n i t i a l values, and 
h' i s the f l u x f a c t o r . I n p i c t o r i a l form 
^i^^^^lTA-lTA^ = Disc 
2.1.2 
where the d i s c o n t i n u i t y i s evaluated at the dotted l i n e , 
and r i s the wavefunction f o r hadron A to be i n an m 
m-quark Fock s t a t e , ( i e = <q-|^ .. .q^|A>). k^ are the 
quark four-momenta, and n i s the number of valence 
quarks i n A. The lepton and hadron four-momenta, 
P2 and p^ r e s p e c t i v e l y , s a t i s f y t h e i r mass-shell c o n s t r a i n t s , 
(p2 = mf ; i = 1,A). 
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We now have two separate expressions ((1.6.2) and 
(2.1.1)) f o r the i n c l u s i v e lepton-hadron d i f f e r e n t i a l 
c r o s s - s e c t i o n , which are equal term by term i n the 
summations. Picking out j u s t the lowest term, and 
equating, we get 
JO 
' dx f j ( x ) 1 6 n 3 E , ^ ( l ^ n ^ l ^ n ^ 2 Disc h 
A U A r k s 
(2.1.3) 
where n = 2 f o r a meson and 3 f o r a baryon. f ^ ( x ^ ) 
i s the c o n s t i t u e n t quark d i s t r i b u t i o n , because we only 
consider the Fock st a t e where the valence quarks carry 
a l l of the momentum of the hadron between them. 
The idea from here on i s t o feed i n r^, and derive 
an expression f o r f ^ ( x ^ ) ' Unfortunately i n the present 
s t a t e o f hadron physics the are s t i l l unknown, 
because we do not know how t o c a l c u l a t e them from QCD. 
We therefore have t o modeT them. 
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2.2 MESON WAVEFUNCTION 
We observe experimentally t h a t quarks are confined 
s p a t i a l l y w i t h i n hadrons, although the t h e o r e t i c a l proof 
of t h i s does not yet e x i s t . This t e l l s us th a t the 
momenta of quarks must also be constrained i n some way. 
Our model f o r the wavefunction must incorporate t h i s , 
and allow f o r the fermionic nature of the quarks. We 
the r e f o r e define the meson wavefunction, r ^ , by 
T2 = C2g2(x-^,X2)G^(k^-^)G2(k^2^U2^^2PA^^l^"^lPA^ 
(2.2.1) 
The spinors, ( u ^ w i t h t h e i r spin labels suppressed) 
provide the Dirac space s t r u c t u r e f o r two s p i n - | quarks. 
The minus sign occurs because we choose l a b e l 1 f o r the 
antiquark, although t h e , f i n a l r e s u l t w i l l not depend on 
t h i s choice. C i s the i n i t i a l four-momentum f r a c t i o n 
of quark i ; t o conserve four-momentum ^ ^ 2 ^  ^ ' 
The quark transverse momentum, k^, i s defined 
r e l a t i v e to the beam a x i s , so 2r£^ 0* The hadronic 
b i n d i n g i s b u i l t i n t o T2 via i t s krj,-dependence. 
G(k^) i s a dimensionless f u n c t i o n describing the 
k ^ - d i s t r i b u t i o n of a quark inside a hadron, whose 
pr o p e r t i e s we discuss i n Section 2.5. Clearly i n an 
n = 2 Fock s t a t e the quarks must have the same krj,-
d i s t r i b u t i o n , independent of t h e i r mass. We s h a l l 
assume t h i s holds f o r a l l higher Fock st a t e s , so a 
si n g l e f u n c t i o n G(k,j,) describes the k r ^ - d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
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any quark i n any Fock s t a t e , f o r a meson or a baryon. 
The remaining momentum dependence of T2 comes i n 
g2(x-j^,X2), where x-j^  and X2 are defined by ( 1 . 5 . 4 ) . 
This x-dependence i s motivated by the minimum gluon 
exchange shown i n f i g u r e 2 . 1 , and f i x e d by appealing 
to the f a c t t h a t ( a t l e a s t f o r equal mass quarks) i t 
should be i n v a r i a n t under an interchange of the l a b e l s . 
Single gluon exchange generates the lea s t suppressed 
behaviour of at the l i m i t s of x^, ( 0 ^  x^ ^ 1 ; 
i = 1 , 2 ) . We t r e a t the quark and antiquark on an equal 
f o o t i n g i n g2, and make no reference to which one i s 
o f f mass-shell; t h i s w i l l be incorporated automatically 
2 
i n our c a l c u l a t i o n of f^(x2) . Both quarks cannot be on 
t h e i r respective mass-shells i f bound w i t h i n an on-shell 
meson. 
The gluon propagator i n f i g u r e 2.1 has the behaviour 
1 - 1 
+ 
^IPA ( 2 . 2 . 2 ) 
using ( 1 . 5 . 6 ) to expand the dot product. S i m i l a r l y , i n 
terms of the other momenta instead 
% x« 
0 ^ ^P2-^2>' (p|+k|-(x2P>2+l^i!^i2!£2l) ^2^ 
X2P^  ( 2 . 2 . 3 ) 
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Figure 2.1: A s i n g l e gluon exchange between the quark 
and antiquark i n a meson, showing the four-momenta of 
the p a r t i c l e s . 
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As the propagator appears twice i n |r2pwe choose 
|g2(xjX2) I 2 = x^X2 (2.2.4) 
which has the required invariance under l a b e l interchange, 
2 
This choice ensures t h a t f ^ ( x 2 ) s a t i s f i e s the dimensional 
counting r u l e s , as we s h a l l demonstrate having done the 
c a l c u l a t i o n . 
The f i n a l i n g r e d i e n t i n (2.2.1) i s C2, which i s a 
constant dependent upon the normalization chosen f o r 
2 
f ^ ( x 2 ) . Any colour f a c t o r s are absorbed i n t o the 
d e f i n i t i o n of C2. 
We now repeat t h i s modelling process f o r three 
quarks i n a baryon. This i s more complicated, but 
employs the same basic ideas as here. 
2.3 BARYON WAVEFUNCTION 
The baryon wavefunction, r ^ , must have the same 
features as T^^ so we define i t by 
3 i 
r3 = C3g3(x^,X2,X3) n^G2(k^^)u^(5^p^) (2.3.1) 
There are three quarks i n a baryon, so we have three 
spinors f o r the Dirac space s t r u c t u r e . As before, 
i s the i n i t i a l four-momentum f r a c t i o n of quark i , and 
3 
2 C.=l ensures the quarks carry a l l the four-momentum 
i = l ^ 
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of the baryon between them. 
We again b u i l d the hadronic binding i n t o through 
i t s kr|,-dependence, using the same d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n , 
G(k,j,), as i n the meson case. 
The l e a s t suppressed behaviour f o r at the l i m i t s 
of x^, (0 ^ Xj i^ ^ 1 ; i = 1,2,3), arises from the minimal 
gluon exchange between the quarks. Unfortunately t h i s 
time there are the s i x diagrams of f i g u r e 2.2, rather 
than one. We o b t a i n the x-dependence of by considering 
these diagrams, and imposing invariance under the 
interchange of the lab e l s of any two equal mass quarks. 
There i s an a d d i t i o n a l i n g r e d i e n t t h i s time, the 
propagator of the quark which couples to both gluons, 
( l a b e l l e d by — X — i n f i g u r e 2.2). As w e l l as c o n t r i b u t i n g 
t o the powers of x^ which damp f o r any of the x^>0, 
t h i s propagator depends on the quark mass, and e x h i b i t s 
a c e r t a i n behaviour i n the l i m i t t h a t one of the quarks 
becomes very massive. 
Consider the denominators of these propagators for. 
each of the diagrams i n f i g u r e 2.2, i n the l i m i t 
m^ ,m2*"; m^ ,^ m2 f i x e d , (using four-momentum conservation 
3 3 
p = i: p = I k . ) . 











Figure 2.2: Two gluon exchange between the three quarks 
i n a baryon, showing the four-momenta of the quarks. 
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(a) (PA-Pr^S^^-™! ° ^PA"*^3^* fPA"^3"^Pl' 
(b) (p^+p2-k^)2-m| = (p^-k3).[p^-k3-2(p^+P2+k2)] 
(c) (p3+p2-k2)2-m| = ^^ -m^  
(d) (p^+p3-k^)2-m| = k|-m^ 
(e) (pj^+P2-k2) ^-m| = (p^-k3). [p^-k3-2(p^+P2+k2 ). 
( f ) (pj+p3-k3)2-mf s (PA-k3).[p^-k3-2p2] (2.3.2) 
I f we now l e t k3*p^ (=k|+m^=X3-^l), a l l s i x of these 
expressions vanish l i k e ( I - X 3 ) . We get an analogous 
r e s u l t i f we l e t m^  or m2*" instead. We b u i l d t h i s 
denominator behaviour i n t o r3 by choosing 
m„.\-i (2.3.3) 
where m^ ^ i s defined by 
m^ 2. E m2 + k2. (2.3.4) 
(2.3.3) has the required symmetry f o r equal masses. 
However we have not f i n i s h e d , because there are 
s t i l l the two gluon propagators and the numerator 
of the quark propagator t o consider. I n the l i m i t 
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x^* 1 (which forces Xj,X2-^0) each gluon propagator gives 
a power of x^ ^ or X2, (which when int e g r a t e d gives 
( l - x ^ ) ) , i n a s i m i l a r manner to the si n g l e gluon i n T 2-
The quark propagator ( — X — ) numerator contains a single 
power of i t s four-momentum, which when traced w i l l 
always end up i n a dot product. From (1.5.6) we see 
t h i s cancels one power of x^ ^ or X2, and therefore 
( l - x ^ ) . The corresponding r e s u l t arises i f x^ or X2* 1, 
so our model f o r \g^(x-^,X2,'x.2)\^ must have a numerator 
which generates two powers of (1-x^) when i n t e g r a t e d , 
i f x^-*-l; ( i = l , 2 , 3 ) . There are four powers from the 
gluons minus two from the quark. The simplest symmetric 
choice i s which, combined w i t h (2.3.3), gives 
|g3(x^,X2.X3) |2 = ^ 1 ^ 3 (2.3.5) 
(ml- I "'Ti)2 
Once again i n (2.3.1) i s a constant dependent 
3 
upon the normal i z a t i o n of f^ix^)^ and containing any 
colour f a c t o r s . 
I n (2.2.1) and (2.3.1) we suppress the spin 
states of the quarks, because we s h a l l average incoherently 
over them. We neglect c o r r e l a t i o n s between these spins 
due t o the spin s t a t e of the hadron, so the x - d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
we derive are f o r unpolarized quarks. 
With our wavefunction modelling complete, we now 
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r e t u r n t o d e r i v i n g valence quark x - d i s t r i b u t i o n s , 
2.4 GENERAL CALCULATION 
We derive an expression f o r f ^ ( x ^ ^ v a l i d f o r both 
n=2 and n=3, which w i l l avoid having t o go through 
two v i r t u a l l y i d e n t i c a l c a l c u l a t i o n s . We take (2.1.3) 
and s u b s t i t u t e our model f o r from ( 2 . n . l ) . Evaluating 
the d i s c o n t i n u i t y and averaging over the spins of the 
ex t e r n a l fermions, we get 




i = l (2n)* 
(2n)e(k°)S<k?-m|)G(kjj)d''k^ 
n 
. _ Z^k. )2ne ((k^+q)°)6 ( ( V ^ ^ ' -"n^^^^Tn^ I ^ n l ' ' ^ n' '^'^n 
(k2 -m2 + ie ) (k2 -m2 -ie ) (q2 + ie ) (q2 -ie ) n n n n ^ 
^ 2"^  '^^ ^ 
CiT2(p^,ki) ^n^v^PA'^n'^n-^^'^n^ 
(2.4.1) 
where ee^^ i s the quark charge, and we have defined 
T2(p^,k.) E Tr {(i5^+m^)(K.+m.)} 
(2.4.2) 
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tf" i s defined by (1.6.4). 
We replace the lepton-quark d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-
s e c t i o n i n (2.4.1) w i t h the expression we derived i n 
Chapter 1, (1.6.7), and also change t o l i g h t cone 
v a r i a b l e s , so 
n n . n 
d'^ k 6'*(p,- I k.)=dx„6(l- I x, )d2k^„62( z k^.) 
n 1 n i — i n i = l ~ ^ - ^ 
d(k2)6(x„(m2- z V ^ T i ) ) (2.4.3) 
The l a s t 6 - f u n c t i o n i s the o r i g i n of our e a r l i e r remark 
t h a t the quark o f f - s h e l l n e s s w i l l be b u i l t i n t o t h i s 
c a l c u l a t i o n a u t o m a t i c a l l y . S u b s t i t u t i n g (1.5.5) and 
(2.4.3) i n t o (2.4.1), we ob t a i n i n t e g r a l s over x^ on 
both sides of the expression. I f we assume t h a t the 
integrands are equal (which i s equivalent to saying 
(2.4.1) holds i n d i f f e r e n t i a l form), and cancel the 
lepton tensor (L^^) and various other trimmings from 




i = l 
dx^d2k^^d(k?) 
2(2n)3x, 
6(k°)6(k2-m2)G(k^.) n d2k^ d ( k 2 ) 6 ( l - Z X , ) ^ r ! 5 T n ^ ^Tn"^ n 
^ " k2.i.2 |p I 
2( z k^,)6(x„(m2- £ V 4 i ) ) ' g n ' i = l x^ 
i = l 
2 n - l r 
n 




n n (2.4.4) 
The traces i n (2.4.2) can e a s i l y be evaluated t o give 
T 2 ( p / . ) = 4(p^.k. + m^ m.) 
\ y v^PA ' ^ n ' V ^ ' ^ n ^ = ^ ^ P A ' W n ^ [^np^V^^v 
^ k n . ^ V ^ ^ - 2 V ^ V < l > g u v ] ^ K [^2pA.VPA.(V^)>gpv 
PAP^V^^^PAV^V^^] ^'^Vngyv 
+4k^2 [ (p^. (k^+q) +m^ m^ > gpv "PAp ^ ^n^^ ^  "PAV ^  ^ n"^^ ^  ^  
(2.4.5) 
We s u b s t i t u t e (1.6.9) and (2.4.5)^ i n t o (2.4.4) and then 
employ the t r i c k of operating on both sides w i t h the 
p r o j e c t i o n operators P^ P^"^ ^ (defined by (1.5.2)). This 
leaves us f r e e t o cancel the remaining f a c t o r s m u l t i p l y i n g 
f?(x„), and hence i s o l a t e i t , g i v i n g 
n 
i = l 
dx.d2k^.d(k2)g (j^Oj^ (k2-m2 )G(k^. ) 
2(2n)3x, 1 
n n n , 2 ^,,2 d 2 k ^ ^ d ( k 2 ) 6 ( l - "zx,)62( E k^,)6(x„(m2- j; V ^ T i ) ) C r C k r J 
i = l ^ i = l i = l X, 
n-1 
i = l 
5i(2p^.k^+2m^m^) 2p..k„+2m.m„-1/x„(k2-m2) •^ A n A n n n n 
(k2-m2)2 n n 
(2.4.6) 
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To proceed any f u r t h e r we must i n t e g r a t e over the quark 
transverse momenta. I t i s possible to develop a general 
method f o r t h i s , which applies t o any k ^ - i n t e g r a l s 
a r i s i n g i n t h i s work. 
2.5 TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM 
I n our wave f u n c t i o n modelling we allowed f o r the 
hadronic binding by d e f i n i n g the dimensionless quark 
k ^ - d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n , G(k^), such that 
r n | 2 cc .n^G(kT.) (2.5.1) 
Rather than choose an e x p l i c i t model f o r G, we need 
only assume i t possesses c e r t a i n properties i n order to 
evaluate the k^j,-integrals we encounter. With I | 2 
given by (2.5.1) they w i l l always t u r n out to have the 
form 
J^[d2k^.G(k^.)]62(J^k^.)H^({k^..k^.}) . I ^ 
(2.5.2) 
where i s some f u n c t i o n of a l l the possible dot 
products of the k^j,^. 
There i s no p r e f e r r e d d i r e c t i o n perpendicular to 
the hadron momentum, so we have r o t a t i o n a l invariance 
about the beam a x i s , and therefore assume 
G(k^.) = G(k2.) (2.5.3) 
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G i s a dimensionless f u n c t i o n , and so must contain a 
parameter w i t h dimensions of momentum. Instead of 
worrying about what t h i s i s , and the actual form of G, 
we assume the k ^ - i n t e g r a l s can be done, and concern 
ourselves w i t h the r e s u l t i n g expectation values. For 
j u s t one such i n t e g r a l we define < k^> by 
'd2k^G2(k2)H(k2) = n<k2>H(<k2>) (2.5.4) 
the n coming from the angular i n t e g r a l (d2k^ = n d ( k 2 ) ) , 
and the <k^> out f r o n t keeping the dimensions c o r r e c t . 
We then have t o choose a s u i t a b l e value f o r <k2>. 
(We r e t u r n t o t h i s p o i n t l a t e r ) . 
Before we can apply (2.5.4) to (2.5.2) we need some 
f u r t h e r assumptions. The f i r s t i s t h a t G f a c t o r i z e s , so 
n-1 n-1 
G( E k^,.) = n G(k^.) (2.5.5) 
i = l ~ ^ ' - i = l 
We also have t o worry'about the cross terms, k ^ ^ . k ^ ^ ( i # j ) , 
i n H^. These cannot average to zero, as we can see by 
considering 
n n 
0 = <PTA^ = ^ ^ ? ^ - T i ^ ^ ^ " . ^ j ^ ^ l i ^ ^ 2_z <k^^.k^j> 
„ n 
= n<k.|> + 2 2 <k,j,^.kY^> 
i > j J 
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However t h i s i d e n t i t y i s s a t i s f i e d f o r a l l n by choosing 
^ - T i * - T j ^ -
<k2> 
~n=T 
( i ^ ^ j ) 
which may be w r i t t e n generally as 
<kTi.kTj> = ^ ( n 6 . . - l ) (2.5.6) 
An example of both of these assumptions at work 
i s an exponential of the form 
G(k^) = exp <k2>1 exp 
where A i s a constant w i t h dimensions of momentum. 
n-1 
S u b s t i t u t i n g k„ = Z k™. we obtain -T - T i 
n-1 
n-1 
i = l -Ti' 
"<k2>" r- y k2 , . ^ / T i exp exp 1=1 exp 
- A2 - ^ A2 J 
n-1 
i>-i i 










The second exponential can be regarded as part of 
when the k ^ - i n t e g r a l s are done, and so the k^i-iSTj 
are given by (2.5.6). This i s exactly what i s 
re q u i r e d , f o r then the two exponentials cancel to 
produce (2.5.5). 
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Returning to (2.5.2), we i n t e g r a t e over the 
6- f u n c t i o n , and b u i l d i n (2.5.5) and (2.5.3). This 
gives 
I = n 
n-1 
n 
i = l 
d2k^.G2(k|.) H ( { k„..k„. }) (2.5.7) n — i i — i j 
We do the remaining i n t e g r a l s as i n (2.5.4), adding 
the s o p h i s t i c a t i o n of (2.5.6), o b t a i n i n g the f i n a l 
r e s u l t 
= n""^<k2>^"^H^({^^T^ (n6.j - 1 ) } ) (2.5.8) 
This p r e s c r i p t i o n w i l l enable us t o do any k,j,-integrals 
we come across from now on. 
There i s one f u r t h e r assumption t h a t we make, that 
<k^> i s independent of n, and so i s the same f o r both 
baryons and mesons, and higher Fock st a t e s . This i s 
c l e a r l y not ex a c t l y t r u e , as i s d i f f e r e n t f o r each 
case, but i t should be a reasonable approximation. 
The conjugate statement to t h i s i s t h a t a l l hadrons have 
the same shape and si z e , and we know t h i s i s not a bad 
f i r s t approximation. 
Anyway, armed w i t h (2.5.8), we now r e t u r n to 
d e r i v i n g valence quark d i s t r i b u t i o n s . 
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2.6 RESULTS 
I f we expand the dot products i n (2.4.6) using 
(1.5.6), the n k ? - i n t e g r a l s over the 6-functions can 
be done t r i v i a l l y , and the n k,j,^-integrals done using 








i = l 
'dx^ 
X . J 
M l - Ex,)<|gJ2, 
J f^.C'"!!' + mfx. , + 2ni. m.) 
i = l X , (2.6.1) 
where ^^^^^ i s defined by 
<m^ .> E m? + <k2: (2.6.2) 






Provided we work i n a frame where a l l masses are n e g l i g i b l e 
compared to momenta t h i s can be g r e a t l y s i m p l i f i e d . P u t t i n g 






where t o get the f i n a l r e s u l t we picked the terms top 
and bottom which dominate i n the large momentum l i m i t . 
I f we make the d e f i n i t i o n s 
n n-1 n n ?, ; 




l ^ i l 
<k2> <U2> 
(2.6.5) 
where V i s now a dimensionless constant, we can s i m p l i f y n 
the expression f o r f^^x^^^- S u b s t i t u t i n g (2.6.4) and 
(2.6.5) i n t o (2.6.1) we obtain 
r l n-1 
n "dx." 1 
o i = l . X . . 
1 
n — 
i = l ^ i 
+ ax^ + 2Y^] 
6 ( 1 - x.)<|gJ2><k2>2<"-2) 
i = l ^ " ^ 
n 6 -i 
X ^ ( a - I | i ) 2 
(2.6.6) 
The f i n a l t i d y i n g up i s done by using the d e f i n i t i o n s 
f o r I g j j p , (2.n.n+2), which give 
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1 n-1 6(1- z x.) 
.n [dx,] i = l " 
(„-^.ii)2(n-l) 
i = l ' ' i 
n B. 
U n-1 n 
J o 
n-x n 
n [dx.] 6 ( 1 - E x . ) f " ( { x > ) (2.6.7) i = l ^ i = l 1 A n 
We now discuss the important features of t h i s r e s u l t , 
and compare i t (although contrast might be a b e t t e r word) 
w i t h the experimental data. 
2.7 COMMENTS AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 
We promised f o r the case n=2 t h a t our choice of 
la b e l 1 f o r the antiquark would have no e f f e c t on the 
r e s u l t . The symmetry of the expression (2.6.7) shows 
t h i s t o be t r u e . 
We also promised t h a t the r e s u l t s f o r both n=2 and 
3 would s a t i s f y the dimensional counting r u l e s ; (see 
Section 1.7). Consider the behaviour of (2.6.7) i n 
the l i m i t * 1« The denominator gives 2(n-1) powers 
of x^ ( i < n ) , each of which generates a power of 
( I - x ^ ) a f t e r i n t e g r a t i o n . The i n t e g r a l s themselves 
give (n-2) powers of (1-x^) (as there are n-1 i n t e g r a l s , 
and we lose one t o the 6-function), but the fermion 
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traces ( i n the square brackets) knock o f f (n-1) powers 
of (1-x ). Therefore n 
f ^ ( x ) (1-x ) 2 ^ ^ - l > - l (2.7.1) 
^ " x - 1 ^ n 
i n agreement w i t h (1.7.23) since rig^^^^ = n-1. Our 
choices f o r the numerators of j g ^ p i n (2.n.n+2) cancel 
the leading behaviour of the square brackets i n (2.6.7), 
(18) 
i n agreement w i t h Gunion's comment tha t fermion 
traces t y p i c a l l y cancel against gluon propagators i n 
QCD. 
The expression f o r f A ^ X ^ ) has been derived w i t h 
/i n 
n=2 or 3 i n mind, but c l e a r l y (2.6.7) could also be used 
f o r any integer n > 3. This i s of l i t t l e i n t e r e s t at 
the moment, since e x o t i c hadrons ( w i t h , f o r example, 
qqqq> as the valence Fock s t a t e ) have yet t o be observed. 
The next t o p i c of discussion i s the denominator 
n p. 
(a - Z — ) and i t s e f f e c t on f^ix ). We observe t h a t i f 
i = l ^ i ^ ^ 
m. = < m 2. >5 and x. = ^°4i^ (2.7.2) 
which using (2.6.5) can be w r i t t e n 
" i i ^ i " (2.7.3) 
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the denominator vanishes. I f we d i v i d e f " ( x _ ) by i t s 
A n •' 
i n t e g r a l over x^ ^ t o normalize, and then take the l i m i t 
1 n 1 
-»• Eg?, the r e s u l t i s 
i = l ^ 
f ^ ^ n ^ = *^^n - ^^^^^ ^2.7.4) 
Defining the (dimensionless) binding A by 
<k2>5A = <k2>2( ? B|-a^)= E <m2.>5- m. (2.7.5) 
we see t h a t i n order t o avoid the u n r e a l i s t i c r e s u l t of 
(2.7.4), (or worse, a zero i n the denominator i n 
( 2 . 6 . 7 ) ) , we must always have 
n 1 
A > 0 = E <m2 > 2 > m. (2,7.6) 
i = l ^ 
I t i s ther e f o r e the quark transverse mass 
(defined by ( 2 . 6 . 2 ) ) , and not the current mass m^  
(which appears i n the propagator), t h a t i s the 
important q u a n t i t y here. 
For t h i s reason, and also because a l l the momentum 
of the hadron i s c a r r i e d by the valence quarks, f ^ ( x ^ ) 
must be thought of as a con s t i t u e n t (as opposed to 
cu r r e n t ) quark d i s t r i b u t i o n . This i s c l e a r l y a problem 
when i t comes to making comparisons w i t h experiment. 
Before we p l o t (2.6.7) f o r n=2 and 3 we need to 
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decide on the values of a, and y^. I n table 2a we 
l i s t the masses we use, from which ot, and are 





u 0.0 0.450 0.140 0.769 0.938 
d 0.0 0.450 (m ) (m ) p (m„) P 
s 0.355 0.573 0.494 0.892 1.116 
c 1.627 1.688 1.869 2.010 2.282 
b 5.078 5.098 5.270 5.412^ '' 5.684^ '' 
( i ) 25.00 25.00 25.18^^ 25.32^^ 25.59^ '' 
t ( i i ) 35.00 35.00 35.18^' 35.32^' 35.59* 
( i i i ) 45.00 45.00 45.18^ '' 45.32^^ 45.59* 
(21) 
Table 2a: The hadron masses and quark masses used 
i n a l l our c a l c u l a t i o n s , i n GeV. 
take <k,p>^ = 0.45 GeV, because we s h a l l f i n d t h i s 
gives the best r e s u l t s f o r hadron production l a t e r on. 
Figure 2.3 shows t h a t the proton valence d i s t r i b u t i o n 
i s not p a r t i c u l a r l y s e n s i t i v e to t h i s choice (provided 
we stay w e l l away from <k2>^ " " ^'^^^ 
Figure 2.3: f ^ ca l c u l a t e d from (2.6.7) f o r <k2>2 = 400(---), 
450( ) , and 600( •-) MeV, normalized to u n i t area. 
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We choose the current masses of the up and down 
quarks to be zero, and consider three possible masses 
f o r the top quark. The other quark masses are chosen 
so t h a t A (defined by (2.7.5)) i s the same f o r the 
rele v a n t vector meson as i t i s f o r the P. I t i s much 
b e t t e r t o consider the vector mesons f o r t h i s , because 
A i s anomalously large f o r the pion due to i t s very 
small mass, which presumably r e f l e c t s i t s special 
r o l e as a Goldstone boson. The unknown hadron masses 
(// i n ta b l e 2a) are chosen t o give the same A as f o r 
t h e i r known counterparts. Thus m.o and my^-^  are chosen 
+ D t 
so A i s the same as f o r the A^, m^ ^ and m^ ^ are chosen 
so A i s the same as f o r the other vector mesons, and 
the m,j, are chosen so t h a t 
m^ ^ - m^  = mg^ " ™B " ""D* " ""D (2.7.7) 
This l a s t r e l a t i o n i s reminiscent of the r e s u l t s derived 
from^assuming a l o g a r i t h m i c interquark p o t e n t i a l i n 
(22) 
p o t e n t i a l model c a l c u l a t i o n s 
The valence d i s t r i b u t i o n s calculated from (2.6.7) 
are shown i n f i g u r e 2.4. For the baryons the one 
Figure 2.4: The c o n s t i t u e n t valence quark d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
c a l c u l a t e d from (2.6.7) w i t h n=2 and 3 using the 
numbers from, t a b l e 2 a . ( i ) , ( i i ) and ( i i i ) correspond 





0-0 0-2 0-4 0-6 0-6 1-0 0 0 0-2 0-4 0-6 0-8 1-0 0 0 0-2 0-4 0-6 0-8 1 0 
X X X 
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n o n - t r i v i a l x - i n t e g r a l i s done numerically; i t i s 
possible a n a l y t i c a l l y , but d i f f i c u l t . Figure 2.4 
shows t h a t f o r both scalar and vector mesons, and 
baryons, as the quark mass increases ( r e l a t i v e to 
the other c o n s t i t u e n t s ' masses) i t c a r r i e s an 
increasing f r a c t i o n of the hadron's momentum. We can 
understand t h i s r e s u l t by the i n t u i t i v e argument^ 
t h a t i n order t o "hold together" i n the hadron the 
quarks must have the same v e l o c i t y . This simple 
( n o n - r e l a t i v i s t i c ) p i c t u r e works f o r valence d i s t r i b u t i o n s , 
but, as we s h a l l see i n Chapter 4, i s not good enough 
when we come t o consider the higher Fock states of 
hadrons. 
For each f l a v o u r the scalar meson d i s t r i b u t i o n i s 
broader than t h a t of i t s vector counterpart. This i s 
due t o the f a c t t h a t A i s always l a r g e r f o r the scalars, 
and increased b i n d i n g r e s u l t s i n a greater spread of 
momentum. 
The o r i g i n of both the observations we have j u s t 
made i s the denominator (a - E — ) . For t h i s reason 
i = l ^ i 
the r e s u l t s obtained are s i m i l a r t o those of Brodsky 
et al^^\ as they have such a denominator i n t h e i r 
expression f o r the d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n . However 
the r e s t of t h e i r i n gredients are rather d i f f e r e n t 
to ours. They choose t o omit the 1/x^'s from the 
phase-space, and always assume t h a t r^^ has no 
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x-dependence. As a consequence t h e i r d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
do not always obey the dimensional counting r u l e s as 
X •»• 1; (they o b t a i n ( l - x ) ^ and (1-x)^ f o r mesons and 
baryons r e s p e c t i v e l y ) . These dif f e r e n c e s do not play 
much of a r o l e here, because, as we have said, i t i s 
the denominator t h a t matters most. However, when we 
consider higher Fock states i n Chapter 4 we w i l l f i n d 
t h a t the dimensional counting behaviour i s more 
s i g n i f i c a n t . 
We should make one more comment on the choice of 
<k2>. I n Section 2.5 we made i t the same f o r a l l 
baryons and mesons. This assumption must be q u a l i f i e d 
a b i t , or problems could a r i s e i f we applied i t to more 
ex c i t e d mesons and baryons of greater spin; ( t o be 
precise mesons w i t h spin > 1 and baryons w i t h spin > 3/2). 
For then p a r t i c l e s e x i s t f o r which (2.7.6) does not 
hold i f <k^>^ = 0.45 GeV. These p a r t i c l e s , i n simple 
c o n s t i t u e n t quark models, are considered to be e x c i t a t i o n s 
of the lower spin ones, w i t h some quark o r b i t a l angular 
momentum (1) so we would expect <k2,>^ to be l a r g e r . We 
t h e r e f o r e need to choose a value of < k ^ ^ increasing 
w i t h 1, but since we only consider 1 = 0 hadrons i n 
t h i s work our s i n g l e choice i s s u f f i c i e n t . 
To close t h i s s e ction we compare the p r e d i c t i o n s of 
(2.6.7) w i t h experiment, t o the extent t h a t such a 
comparison i s possible. As we have already stressed. 
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our d i s t r i b u t i o n s are of co n s t i t u e n t rather than 
cur r e n t quarks. Experiments measure the l a t t e r . For 
pions t h i s i s done v i a the Drell-Yan process, and f o r 
nucleons by deep i n e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g . I n each case i t 
i s found t h a t only a f r a c t i o n of the hadron's momentum 
« 
i s c a r r i e d by the valence quarks, the remainder being 
c a r r i e d by qq pa i r s and gluons i n the sea. These 
f r a c t i o n s are l i s t e d i n ta b l e 2b. 
n 0.4 ± 0.1 
p,n 0.32 ± 0.01 
Table 2b: The measured f r a c t i o n of momentum c a r r i e d by 
(23) (24) the valence quarks i n a pion and a nucleon 
We make the f o l l o w i n g d e f i n i t i o n s 
Fji(x) = ^ x f 2 ( x ) = 2xf2(x) (2.7.8) 
F^(x) Ee2xf3(x) (2.7.9) 
as these are what experimentalists a c t u a l l y p l o t . 
The f i n a l form of (2.7.8) f o l l o w s because 
f ^ ( x ) = f ^ ( x ) . The X here i s Bjorken-x, defined by 
(1.6.1). (2.7.9) i s the usual nucleon s t r u c t u r e 
f u n c t i o n , (1.6.16), defined j u s t f o r the valence Fock 
s t a t e , and (2.7.8) i s the same f o r a pion, except the 
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Frrix) 
I i • I • ' I 1 1 L. 
0-2 0-4 0-6 0-8 
Figure 2.5: Our p r e d i c t i o n f o r F j j ( x ) , calculated from 
(2.7.9) using (2.7.12) and the f a c t o r from table 2b, 
(23) 
compared w i t h the data 
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quark charge i s omitted. For nucleons i n f a c t what i s 
p l o t t e d i s FP(X) - F2(x) as the sea, being the same f o r 
both, then cancels. Using (2.7.9) t h i s may be w r i t t e n 
FP(X) - F5(X) = I e 2 f 3(x)x- z e l f 3(x)x 
^ £- ^ - ^ P 3 
= X fp3(x) (2.7.10) 
using the quark charges e^=2/3, e^=-l/3. 
The normalizations of our d i s t r i b u t i o n functions are 
1 
dx x f ^ ( x ) = 1/n (2.7.11) 
o ^ 
f o r A =n, p and n=2,3 r e s p e c t i v e l y , as the co n s t i t u e n t 
quarks carry a l l the momentum and have equal mass. To 
compare w i t h the data we put i n by hand the relevant 
f a c t o r from t a b l e 2b, which ensures the areas under the 
experimental and t h e o r e t i c a l curves are equal. I n 
f i g u r e s 2.5 and 2.6 we p l o t (2.7.8) and (2.7.10) 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
I n both cases the t h e o r e t i c a l peak i s at larg e r x 
than the experimental one. This i s because i f a 
c o n s t i t u e n t quark i s probed at large momentum t r a n s f e r 
2 
squared (Q ) , as happens i n the experiments, i t s 
s t r u c t u r e i s resolved, and i t s momentum d i s t r i b u t i o n i s 
suppressed t o lower x by QCD e v o l u t i o n ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ The 
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F2(X)-F;{X) 
Figure 2.6: Our p r e d i c t i o n f o r F P ( X ) - F 2 ( X ) , calculated 
from (2.7.11) using (2.7.12) and the f a c t o r from table 2b, 
compared w i t h the data^^^K 
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discrepancies i n f i g u r e s 2.5 and 2.6 therefore r e f l e c t 
2 
the amount of (^CD e v o l u t i o n from (where the cons t i t u e n t 
2 
quarks are j u s t resolved) up to the Q at which the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s are measured; we are not comparing l i k e 
w i t h l i k e . A much b e t t e r comparison of our model w i t h 
experiment comes i n the next chapter, when we consider 
fragmentation f u n c t i o n s . 
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CHAPTER 3 
HEAVY QUARK FRAGMENTATION FUNCTIONS 
3.1 DISTRIBUTION OF TWO SPINLESS CONSTITUENTS 
3.1.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n 
So f a r we have been considering the x - d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
of quarks i n s i d e hadrons, f o r which the physical region 
of X i s 0 S X ^ 1. We can also consider the p o s s i b i l i t y 
of a hadron be:ing produced by a quark w i t h a f r a c t i o n z 
of the quark's ( l i g h t cone) momentum. When the quark 
fragments, a l l the r e s u l t a n t hadrons l i e i n the region 
0 ^ z ( = l / x ) ^ i . I f t h e i r momenta are large t h i s i s a 
very good approximation, because the i n t e r a c t i o n s between 
d i f f e r e n t fragmenting partons w i l l be small by comparison. 
When we consider the z - d i s t r i b u t i o n s of these hadrons, 
c a l l e d fragmentation functions ( D ^ ( z ) ) , we w i l l need a 
model o f , f o r example, the d i s t r i b u t i o n of a D-meson 
insi d e a D*, i f we are t o make comparisons w i t h experimental 
data. This i s because when experimentalists measure the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of D-mesons from charmed quarks produced i n 
an e ^ e ~ - c o l l i d e r , what they r e a l l y measure i s the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of D's which come d i r e c t l y from the quarks 
added t o t h a t of D's which come from D*'s. In p r i n c i p l e 
we could also consider even higher excited states. 
C l e a r l y then, we s h a l l not only need the fragmentation 
f u n c t i o n s D^  and D^ *, but also a model f o r the c c 
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d i s t r i b u t i o n of D's i n s i d e D*'s, f ^ ^ , i n order to make a 
p r e d i c t i o n to compare w i t h the data. With f o r e s i g h t we 
t h e r e f o r e f i r s t construct a model d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r two 
spinless c o n s t i t u e n t s inside a hadron. 
The idea we use i s about the simplest possible. We 
assume the heavy vector meson consists of a heavy scalar 
meson and a pion, and t h a t these i n t e r a c t v i a a four-
p o i n t i n t e r a c t i o n , as shown i n f i g u r e 3.1. Our j u s t i f i c a t i o n 
i s the most important features of the d i s t r i b u t i o n we 
need to get c o r r e c t are the p o s i t i o n and width of the peak. 
The dominant f a c t o r determining these i s the denominator 
of the heavy scalar meson propagator. This i s present 
i n v i r t u a l l y any model, independent of the other constituents 
of the vector meson and the dynamics of the i n t e r a c t i o n , 
and always has the same e f f e c t as long as the other 
c o n s t i t u e n t s are l i g h t by comparison. So, although the 
behaviour at the l i m i t s of x may not be p a r t i c u l a r l y 
r e a l i s t i c , the d i s t r i b u t i o n should be s a t i s f a c t o r y 
i n the region where i t matters. 
We again employ a photon f o r our probe, but, as 
before, the f i n a l r e s u l t w i l l not depend on t h i s choice. 
D e f i n i n g our d i s t r i b u t i o n i n the same manner as f o r 
quarks i n a meson, we have 
,3. S 
M^;n3F d3a ( l S - l S ) dxsf^(Xg)16n3E^ 
° d3p, ,o 1 ci^ £l ^ • ' f i l (3.1.1) 
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Figure 3.1: The f o u r - p o i n t i n t e r a c t i o n between two 
spinless p a r t i c l e s , showing t h e i r four-momenta. 
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where V i s the vector meson, and S a scalar. The summation 
i s over the d i f f e r e n t constituents of V i n t h i s p i c t u r e . 
Mueller's theorem, (1.4.7), gives an a l t e r n a t i v e expression 
f o r the l e f t hand side, namely 
h' 
(3.1.2) 






Equating (3.1.1) and (3.1.2), using (3.1.3) and tak i n g 
j u s t one term i n the summation, we obtain 




c We now f o l l o w the f a m i l i a r p a t t e r n of modelling r'^ 
S 
and then c a l c u l a t i n g f ^ . 
3.1.2 Wavefunction Model and C a l c u l a t i o n 
Modelling r ^  i s easy. We assume the hadronic 
binding i s the same as f o r quarks inside a hadron. The 
krp-dependence i s therefore given by (2.5.1). The 
p a r t i c l e s are sp i n l e s s , so no spinor s t r u c t u r e i s 
req u i r e d , which only leaves a possible x-dependence due 
to the i n t e r a c t i o n of f i g u r e 3.1. However the vertex 
i s a constant, so we make the very simple choice 
T ^ s C^Gkk^^)GHk^2^ (3.1.5) 
remembering (2.5.3). Cy i s a constant. 
The sub-process cross-section i n (3.1.4) i s s i m i l a r 
to (1.6.7). There i s one less f a c t o r I f o r spin averaging, 
as one p a r t i c l e i s now a scalar, and the photon must 
(9) 
couple t o t h i s scalar by the correct vertex 
Allowing f o r these d i f f e r e n c e s we get 
16n3E^^^^lS"lS^ = (2n)e((k2+q)°)6((k2+q)2-m2) 
^ "ei 2hq^ 
L^'''(2k2+q)p (2k2+q)v (3.1.6) 
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I f we i n s e r t (3.1.5) i n t o (3.1.4), average over the spin 
of the lep t o n , and evaluate the d i s c o n t i n u i t y , i t reads 
^ - d^a (1S>1S) _ 1 d'*k^d'+k26'*(p^-k^-k2)e'^e| dx2fy(x2)16n3Ej 
d3 £l h' (2n)^(k2-m2+ie)(k2-m2-ie) 
|C^|2G(k2^)G(k22) 
(q2+ i e ) ( q 2 - i e ) 
(2n)29(k°)6(k2-m2)e((k2+q)°) 
6((k2+q)2-m2)^L^''(2k2+q)^(2k2+q), (3.1.7) 
As before, we change to l i g h t cone variables using (1.5.5) 
and (2.4.3), equate the integrands, s u b s t i t u t e (3.1.6), 
S 




d 2 k ^ ^ d 2 k ^ 2 d ( ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ) 
x. 
6(l-x^-X2) 62(k^^+k^2)G(k2^)G(k22)e(k°)6(k2-m2) 
6(x.( m2- I k2+k2.^) 1 
(3.1.8) 
We i n t e g r a t e over the 6-functions i n k2 and use (2.5.8) 
f o r the k ^ - i n t e g r a l s . Making the d e f i n i t i o n s 





and employing (2.6.4) and (2.6.5), leads to the f i n a l 
r e s u l t 
fyU2^ = V dx,6(1- I X.) ^ . i = l ^  (3.1.10) 
As we have already stressed, t h i s simple expression 
should be good enough f o r our purposes, because i t 
2 8. 
contains the denominator (ay- 2 — ) , which governs the 
S ^^ "^"^  peak i n f y . 
We now continue t o the region x > 1, and consider the 
r e c i p r o c a l process of fragmentation. 
3.2 FRAGMENTATION FUNCTIONS 
A 
A fragmentation f u n c t i o n , D^(z^), i s the p r o b a b i l i t y 
d e n s i t y i n of a quark i fragmenting to a hadron A, 
which c a r r i e s a f r a c t i o n of the quark's ( l i g h t cone) 
momentum. Thus i n e''"e~ > hadrons, the d e f i n i n g equation 
1 do(e'^e"*AX) = 1 £ [e?(Dt<z. )+Df (z. ))] (3.2.1) 
^tot^^A Ee| ^  
To derive an expression f o r D^(z^) we use the method 
developed f o r d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n s . The r e l a t i o n s h i p 
between the D's and f's w i l l be brought out when we model 
the wavefunction. 
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Before s t a r t i n g the c a l c u l a t i o n , we discuss the 
i n c l u s i o n of the word "heavy" i n the t i t l e of t h i s 
chapter, f o r which there i s a good reason. I f an 
experiment sets out to measure a fragmentation f u n c t i o n 
of a quark i to a meson A then what w i l l be measured i s 
D^(z^) = I:D^"(Z^) (3.2.2) 
m 
Am 
where D^ (z^) i s defined as the fragmentation f u n c t i o n 
f o r i going t o A and m-1 other partons, (m 2 2 ) . The 
summation i s not only over m, but a l l possible sets of 
partons f o r each m value as w e l l . 
For l i g h t quark fragmentation many terms i n t h i s 
summation c o n t r i b u t e . However, f o r a heavy quark 
fragmenting to a meson containing t h a t heavy quark, 
(28) 
the s i n g l e term w i t h m=2 w i l l dominate . This i s 
because most of the quark momentum c a r r i e s through to 
the hadron, due to the large quark and hadron mass. 
Since m 2 3 f o r a baryon t h i s p r e d i c t s t h a t heavy 
quarks should fragment predominantly to heavy mesons, 
i n agreement w i t h experimental observations. 
As valence c o n s t i t u e n t quark d i s t r i b u t i o n s are not 
measured experimentally, we had d i f f i c u l t y i n t e s t i n g 
our p r e d i c t i o n s i n Chapter 2. However, provid i n g we 
consider only heavy quarks, the expression we derive f o r 
P^(z.) w i l l be d i r e c t l y comparable w i t h data. 
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We begin the d e r i v a t i o n by again using (1.4.7), 
i n the form 
16 d i a (e^e%AX) ^ ^DiscU^^^-,^^^,-^ ) ( 3 . 2 . 3 ) 
where 
Disc(Ve-A^e"e-A^ = Disc 
(3.2.4) 
We only consider r 2 as the quark i s heavy. This 
expression i s c l e a r l y very s i m i l a r to (2.1.2), summed 
j u s t f o r m=2. I n (3.2.4) we change the labels P^ -^ "^ .^ 
k^-'-p^ f o r the fragmenting quark, and 1^2*r2, to b r i n g 
out the f a c t t h a t we are i n an unphysical region as f a r 
as (2.1.2) i s concerned. Our axis i s now given by the 
three-momentum of the quark, rather than the hadron. 
Since z^ i s defined by 
+ 
(3.2.5) 





With t h i s we i n t e g r a t e (3.2.3), o b t a i n i n g an expression 
which equates t o (3.2.1). Picking the term i n the 
summation where i fragments t o A, and using 
a^^j. = a(e^e~-*-X) = 3a(e^e -^ p^ p ^^^i (3.2.7) 
where the f a c t o r 3 i s from summing over colours, we get 
3e?D^(z. )a(e"^e"^p'^p ) 





To proceed f u r t h e r we need a model f o r T2 
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3.3 WAVEFUNCTION MODEL 
r2 has the same ingredients as T^, so we define 
h '= C2g2(^A^l)G^(k2^)G^(k2^)u,(5,k^)ui(-Cik^) 
(3.3.1) 
The spinor s t r u c t u r e i s s i m i l a r to t h a t of (2.2.1), 
except hadron A i s now a f i n a l state p a r t i c l e , so the 
quark ( l a b e l i ) and antiquark ( l a b e l 1) are out-going. 
The ?'s are now the f i n a l four-momentum f r a c t i o n s , w i t h 
C i + C i ^ l . 
krj, i s defined r e l a t i v e to the three momentum of the 
fragmenting quark. We assume the f u n c t i o n which governs 
the binding of hadrons and quarks inside a quark i s 
the same as t h a t f o r quarks inside a hadron, 0(1^.^), 
and b u i l d i n (2.5.3) t o give the k^^-dependence of (3,3,1) 
i s defined by (3.2.5), and by 
z, = _ i 
Pi 
k| (3.3.2) 
To determine g2^^^*^i^ f a c t t h a t (2.1,3) w i t h 
n=2 and (3.2.8) describe the same process i n d i f f e r e n t 
physical regions, so at the boundary between them the 
z-dependence of must be equivalent to the x-dependence 
of ^i^^A^ then a smooth conti n u a t i o n of f|( x 2 ) 
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to an unphysical value of X2, and vice versa. This i s 
known as " r e c i p r o c i t y " . 
We the r e f o r e choose 
I S 2 ^ ^ A ' ^ 1 ^ I ' ' -^A^l ^^-^'^^ 
which may seem r a t h e r odd at f i r s t , although since we 
have a hadron and a quark there i s no reason f o r i t to 
be symmetric. Using l i g h t cone momentum conservation, 
z^+z-j^=l, (3.3.3) may be w r i t t e n 
|g2|2 = -^l(l-z^) (3.3.4) 
and t h e r e f o r e 
z,=l • 8 z , I S 2 l , = 1 (3.3.5) ^A=l 
I f we r e - w r i t e (2.2.4) using x-^+X2=l, i t reads 
|g2|2 = X2(l-X2) (3.3.6) 
From (1.5.4) and (3.2.5) i t follows that 
X = i (3.3.7) 
2 - -A 
and s u b s t i t u t i n g t h i s i n t o (3.3.6) we f i n d 
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1 A z. = — = 1 i s where the physical regions f o r D.(z,) 
and f ^ ( x 2 ) meet, so (3.3.5) and (3.3.8) show tha t our 
choice f o r |g2p» (3.3.3), does indeed j o i n smoothly 
to |g2 I ^  at t h i s p o i n t . This z-dependence w i l l also 
cancel t h a t of the fermion traces i n our c a l c u l a t i o n , so 
A 
the r e s u l t f o r Dj^(z^) w i l l s a t i s f y the dimensional 
counting r u l e s . 
The f i n a l i n g r e d i e n t i n (3.3.1) to be accounted f o r 
i s C2. This i s simply a constant, dependent on the 
norm a l i z a t i o n of D.(z.). 
1 A 
3.4 CALCULATION 
We now r e t u r n to (3.2.8), s u b s t i t u t e (3.3.1), 
evaluate the d i s c o n t i n u i t y , and average over the spins 
of the ex t e r n a l fermions, o b t a i n i n g 
3e2D^(z.)a(e'^e"^p'^p") = "1 




C^ C. lC2|2z2zjG(k2^)G(k2j)(2n)2e(k°) 
(p?-ni? + ie)(p2-m?-ie) 
6(k2-m2)e((q-p.)°)6((q-p^) 2-11,2) 
(q2+ i e ) ( q 2 - i e ) 
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. ^ " l T, (k.,D.,p.-q,D..)To(-k,,k,) ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) 1 1 T4,v^^A'Pi'Pi-^'Pi )^2^-^A'^l> 
The 3 on the r i g h t hand side comes from summing over 
the colours of i , and the traces are defined by ( 1 . 6 . 4 ) 
and ( 2 . 4 . 2 ) . 
We w r i t e a(e^e -^ M^ y ) i n the form 
, + - + o(e e -»-vi y ) = ^Pi^'£Ti^'^^"^((q-p.)°)6((q-p^)2-m2) 
16n3p+4hq'+ 
L ' ^ ^ p v ^ P i ' P i - ^ ^ ^'-'-'^ 
by i n t e g r a t i n g ( 1 . 6 . 7 ) using ( 3 . 2 . 6 ) . "^2^^ defined 
by ( 1 . 6 . 8 ) , and the f l u x f a c t o r h i s the same as i n 
( 3 . 4 . 1 ) . We change t o l i g h t cone vari a b l e s by 
s u b s t i t u t i n g ( 1 . 5 . 5 ) and ( 2 . 4 . 3 ) i n t o ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) , along 
w i t h ( 3 . 4 . 2 ) . Equating the integrands, c a n c e l l i n g , 
operating w i t h P"^ *^ ?"^ ^ (defined by ( 1 . 5 . 2 ) ) , and 
c a n c e l l i n g again, we obtain 
„A. , - i L l ^ C i C . rdzTd2k^.d2k^, ^ \ i A ~ 2 1 1 1 —TA — T l z ^ Z j 6 ( i - z ^ - Z j ) 
4 ( 2 n)3 J 2,^2^ 





We replace the dot products using (1.5.6), being c a r e f u l 
about the axis t h a t defines k^, and i n t e g r a t e over 
k^, p?, and the transverse momenta using (2.5.8), 
which gives 





(^<m2^>+^<m2^>-H2<k2>-2m^mj ) ( ^ "'TA^ +z^m2 + 2m^m.) 
^A ^1 ^A (3.4.4) 
< m^2> i s defined by (2.6.2). We t i d y (3.4.4) by using 
some of the d e f i n i t i o n s from (2.6.5), and making the 
new ones 
4(2n)3 <k2> 




DJ(Z^) ^ dz^6 (l-z-^-z^)z2 z-j^  
z.z (B..-a -"^1)2 A'-l • 1 -
A^ ^1 
( ^ + V l +2-2Yi)(a +ZABi+2Y.) 
^A ^1 A^ 
(3.4.6) 
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This has a s i m i l a r s t r u c t u r e to the expression f o r 
f 2 ( x 2 ) , (2.6.7) w i t h n=2. The diff e r e n c e s arise because 
here a quark goes to a hadron and a quark, instead of a 
hadron going to a quark and an antiquark. 
R e c i p r o c i t y p r e d i c t s the same dimensional counting 
A 2 
behaviour f o r D^(z^) and f ^ ( x 2 ) , and from (3.4.6) we 
see t h a t D.(z.) •, ( 1 - z . ) , as expected. This r e s u l t 
1 n Z, 1 t\ 
(29) 
contrasts w i t h t h a t of Peterson et a l . They 
include a f a c t o r z^ f o r the hadron phase-space and 
(presumably) assume the z-dependence of the wavefunction 
cancels t h a t of the fermion traces, but omit the phase 
space of the f i n a l quark. They have a s i m i l a r denominator 
to ours; the f u l l expression i s 
where N i s a no r m a l i z a t i o n constant, and i s roughly 
the r a t i o of the l i g h t to heavy quark masses squared, 
i e e.'MnVm?. (3.4.7) gives D^iz.) ^ ( l - z . ) 2 , i n 1 q 1 1 ft 
c o n f l i c t w i t h the dimensional counting r u l e s . 
We conclude t h i s chapter by conf r o n t i n g (3.4.6) 
w i t h experimental data. 
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3.5 COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 
The l i g h t e s t quark f o r which t a k i n g one term i n 
the summation i n (3.2.2) i s a good a p p r o x i m a t i o n i s 
the charmed quark. To date most o f the measurements on 
heavy quark f r a g m e n t a t i o n are f o r charm a l t h o u g h r e s u l t s 
f o r bottom quarks are b e g i n n i n g t o appear. 
Before we compare (3.4.6) w i t h t h i s data t h e r e i s a 
s u b t l e t y t o c o n s i d e r , as we e x p l a i n e d a t the s t a r t o f 
t h i s c h a p t e r . I n an experiment where e^e ^ cc a f i n a l 
s t a t e D-meson can e i t h e r come from the charmed quark 
d i r e c t l y , or v i a a D*. We t h e r e f o r e p l o t 
D^(z,a) = a D j ( z ) + (1-a) 
f l 
S ^ D f ( y ) f g , ( 5 ) (3.5.1) 
D D* D 
where D^, and f ^ ^ are c a l c u l a t e d from (3.4.6) and 
(3.1.10) r e s p e c t i v e l y . The c o n s t a n t "a" l i e s i n the 
range 0 ^ a S i . The f i r s t term i n (3.5.1) i s the 
d i r e c t f r a g m e n t a t i o n o f c*D, and the second i s where 
t h e r e i s an i n t e r m e d i a t e D*; the i n t e g r a l i s a 
( p r o b a b i l i t y c o n s e r v i n g ) c o n v o l u t i o n . The masses used 
t o e v a l u a t e (3.5.1) are g i v e n i n t a b l e 2a, w i t h the 
e x c e p t i o n o f the hadron t r a n s v e r s e masses, which we 
c a l c u l a t e from the a c t u a l masses u s i n g ( 2 . 6 . 2 ) . 
I n f i g u r e 3.2 we p l o t the D-meson data a g a i n s t 
( 3 . 5 . 1 ) , f o r a=0.25 and 0.50. Jus t c o u n t i n g s p i n 
degeneracy p r e d i c t s a=0.2;5 ( i e D*'s are produced 3 
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h • CDHS 81 
O E531 82 
• CLEO 82 
, X MARKir82 
TASSO 83 
T — r T 1—T—r 
F i g u r e 3.2: Our p r e d i c t i o n s f o r c a l c u l a t e d from (3.5.1) 
w i t h a=0.25 ( ) and a=0.50 ( ) , compared w i t h 
the d a t a (30) 
e t a l ( 2 9 ) , 
Also shown i s the p r e d i c t i o n o f Peterson 
— ) c a l c u l a t e d from (3.4.7) w i t h £^=0.10. 
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times more o f t e n t h a n D's), b u t unless we suppose t h e r e 
i s some s u p p r e s s i o n o f the h i g h e r s p i n (and mass) s t a t e s 
t h e r e seems l i t t l e j u s t i f i c a t i o n f o r n e g l e c t i n g D*"'s 
e t c . The choic e a=0.5 i s pr o b a b l y more r e a l i s t i c , 
t h e r e f o r e , and t h i s i s perhaps borne o u t i n f i g u r e 3.2, 
a l t h o u g h g i v e n the e r r o r b a r s , e i t h e r curve i s acceptable, 
The c h o i c e a=0.5 i s d e f i n i t e l y p r e f e r r e d i n t a b l e 3a, 














Average 0.60 0.78 
P r e d i c t i o n from 
(3.5.1) w i t h a=0.25 0.56 0.69 
(3.5.1) w i t h a=0.50 0.60 0.72 
• (3.4.7) 0.63 0.79 
Table 3a: Our p r e d i c t i o n s f o r the average momentum 
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e 
f r a c t i o n s o f D-(B-) mesons produced from c ( b ) quarks, 
compared w i t h the measured v a l u e s ^ " ^ ^ \ Also shown ar 
(29) 
the p r e d i c t i o n s o f Peterson e t a l w i t h e^=G.10 and 
e^=m2/m^=0.011. 
(29) 
We a l s o p l o t t h e p r e d i c t i o n o f Peterson e t a l 
i n f i g u r e 3.2, wh i c h c o n s i d e r i n g the e r r o r s on the data 
i s an a c c e p t a b l e a l t e r n a t i v e t o our model, a l t h o u g h i t 
i s l e s s a t t r a c t i v e from a t h e o r e t i c a l v i e w p o i n t . 
F i g u r e s 3.3 and 3.4 compare our model w i t h t h e i r s 
B T 
f o r and r e s p e c t i v e l y . Our d i s t r i b u t i o n s are 
broader because we c o n s i d e r the p o s s i b i l i t y o f i n t e r m e d i a t e 
v e c t o r mesons. When data appears care should be taken t o 
compare l i k e w i t h l i k e . Both models p r e d i c t z^l as the 
mass i n c r e a s e s , i n agreement w i t h the e x p e r i m e n t a l 
r e s u l t s i n t a b l e 3a. 
We conclude t h a t our c a l c u l a t i o n s , c u l m i n a t i n g i n 
( 3 . 5 . 1 ) , g i v e a good d e s c r i p t i o n o f the present 
e x p e r i m e n t a l r e s u l t s . -When the data improves, t h e r e w i l l 
c l e a r l y be scope f o r i m p r o v i n g the p r e d i c t i o n s , f o r 
example by v a r y i n g <k^> f o r a hadron i n s i d e a hadron 
and t u n i n g "a", b u t a t present the e x p e r i m e n t a l e r r o r s 
are j u s t t oo l a r g e . 
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D^(Z,Q) 
F i g u r e 3.3: Our p r e d i c t i o n f o r D^ , c a l c u l a t e d from (3.5.1) 
(29) 
w i t h a=0.5 ( - - - ) , a l ong w i t h t h a t o f Peterson e t a l 
c a l c u l a t e d from (3.4.7) w i t h e ^ = 1 . 1 x 1 0 ( ) . 
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Dt(z.Q) 
0-4 ^ 0-6 VO 
F i g u r e 3.4: Our p r e d i c t i o n f o r D^  c a l c u l a t e d from (3.5.1) 
w i t h a=0.5 (---) and u s i n g m =35 GeV, along w i t h t h a t o f 
t I 
(29) 




INTRINSIC HEAVY QUARKS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
I n Chapter 1 we suggested t h a t i n t r i n s i c heavy 
quarks may p r o v i d e an e x p l a n a t i o n f o r the f o r w a r d 
p r o d u c t i o n o f naked heavy f l a v o u r s i n hadron-hadron 
i n t e r a c t i o n s . I n t h i s c hapter we c o n s t r u c t a model 
w a v e f u n c t i o n which determines t h e i r presence i n hadrons. 
T h i s w i l l enable us t o c a l c u l a t e heavy quark d i s t r i b u t i o n s , 
i n a s i m i l a r manner t o the valence quark d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
o f Chapter 2. F i n a l l y , f o r the case o f i n t r i n s i c charm 
i n a nu c l e o n , we s h a l l compare our r e s u l t s w i t h the 
(31) 
EMC deep i n e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g data 
I n Chapter 2 we cons i d e r e d hadrons t o be composed 
of v a l e n c e quarks a l o n e , and concluded i n such a 
p i c t u r e t h a t these have t o be c o n s t i t u e n t , r a t h e r than 
c u r r e n t , quarks i e bare c u r r e n t quarks dressed by a sea 
of gluons and qq p a i r s . 
I f a hadron, such as a p r o t o n or a p i o n , i s probed 
hard enough, we know from experiment t h a t o c c a s i o n a l l y 
heavy f l a v o u r s are produced. These have two p o s s i b l e 
sources; e i t h e r heavy f l a v o u r e d quarks are produced i n 
the i n t e r a c t i o n , or were a l r e a d y i n s i d e the hadron and 
are s i m p l y knocked on mass-shell by the probe. I n bot h 
cases they must t h e n h a d r o n i z e i n some way. ( I n a 
sense these c o n t r i b u t i o n s are j u s t d i f f e r e n t t i m e -
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o r d e r i n g s o f the same diagram.) We r e t u r n t o the former 
process when comparing our r e s u l t s w i t h experiment, 
b u t i t i s the l a t t e r which i s the s u b j e c t of our 
c a l c u l a t i o n s . 
P r o b i n g a hadron s u f f i c i e n t l y h a r d , we cannot t h i n k 
o f i t as b e i n g composed j u s t o f i t s valence c o n s t i t u e n t 
quarks. Some o f the time i t w i l l a l s o c o n s i s t of these 
p l u s heavy QQ p a i r s . For example, a p r o t o n may be 
regarded as b e i n g p a r t i a l l y i n the |uudQQ> Fock s t a t e . 
I n t h i s s t a t e i t s momentum i s d i s t r i b u t e d amongst a l l 
f i v e q u arks, so they are s t i l l t o be thought o f as 
c o n s t i t u e n t quarks. 
Our aim i s t o c a l c u l a t e b o t h the x - d i s t r i b u t i o n s and 
n o r m a l i z a t i o n s o f such heavy QQ p a i r s i n s i d e the l i g h t 
hadrons ( i e n,p,n), which form the beams and t a r g e t s 
i n e x p e r i m e n t s . 
4.2 WAVEFUNCTION MODEL MOTIVATED BY PERTURBATIVE QCD 
Our model f o r the o r i g i n o f QQ p a i r s i n s i d e a 
l i g h t hadron i s t h a t they are c r e a t e d , v i a a g l u o n , 
o f f one o f the valence quarks, as shown i n f i g u r e 4.1. 
We a g a i n use a photon as our probe, f o r the purpose 
o f d o i n g the c a l c u l a t i o n s . F i g u r e 4.1 shows the 
p r o b a b i l i t y o f heavy quarks o c c u r r i n g i s p r o p o r t i o n a l 
t o u^, and we i n c o r p o r a t e the l e a d i n g l o g a r i t h m i c 
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F i g u r e 4.1: The c r e a t i o n o f a heavy QQ p a i r o f f a l i g h t 
quark q, showing the c o l o u r s t r u c t u r e . The diagram i s 
f o r t h e p r o b a b i l i t y i e the squared modulus of the 
a m p l i t u d e . 
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c o r r e c t i o n s t o a l l o r d e r s by u s i n g the r u n n i n g c o u p l i n g ^ ^ ^ 
« = — (4.2.1) 
s ( 3 3 - 2 N j ) l o g ( ^ ) 
i s t h e number o f quark f l a v o u r s and A i s the QCD scale 
parameter. (We take A = 0.3 GeV i n a l l our c a l c u l a t i o n s ) . 
Q^is t he momentum squared s c a l e o f the process. We 
assume Q^  = 4<m2Q> (<m2Q> i s d e f i n e d by ( 2 . 6 . 2 ) ) , as 
t h i s i s r o u g h l y t h e t h r e s h o l d f o r the c r e a t i o n o f a p a i r 
o f hadrons c o n t a i n i n g Q and Q. The QQ p a i r e x i s t 
v i r t u a l l y a t any Q^ , b u t i f we probe w i t h i n s u f f i c i e n t 
Q2 f o r them t o end up on m a s s - s h e l l , they must always 
a n n i h i l a t e back t o a g l u o n . 
The c o l o u r f a c t o r from f i g u r e 4.1 i s 
C = <T?.T^.T^ T^ > = <*T?.T^.6^^> = . > = I k j j i r s s r ^ k j j i 3 k i 3 
(4.2.2) 
Since t he quark q i s i n a hadron we have averaged over 
k = i . , We do not sum over f l a v o u r s i n the quark loop 
because we are concerned w i t h a loop o f one p a r t i c u l a r 
f l a v o u r . 
4.3 GENERAL CALCULATION 
For heavy quark p r o d u c t i o n i n deep i n e l a s t i c 
s c a t t e r i n g the d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n f ^ ( x p ) i s d e f i n e d 
by 
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As b e f o r e , M u e l l e r ' s theorem, ( 1 . 4 . 7 ) , p r o v i d e s an 
a l t e r n a t i v e e x p r e s s i o n f o r the l e f t hand si d e o f ( 4 . 3 . 1 ) , 
16n3E ^ (lA-lQQX) ^ 2 ( _ _ 




ITA-ITA^ = ^ ^^ "^  
i(4.3.3) 
The n o t a t i o n i n (4.3.3) i s the same as t h a t i n (2.1.2) 
The c a l c u l a t i o n s w i l l produce not o n l y the form o f 
f ^ , b u t a l s o i t s n o r m a l i z a t i o n r e l a t i v e t o the c o n s t i t u e n t 
valence d i s t r i b u t i o n , s i n c e the valence o f Chapter 2 
appear a g a i n . The d o t t e d o u t l i n e s are drawn around 
what we c o n s i d e r t o be happening i n s i d e the hadron, t o 
e n f o r c e the idea t h a t the QQ p a i r i s i n t r i n s i c . The 
p r i n c i p l e o f the c a l c u l a t i o n i s e x a c t l y the same as 
Chapter 2, and most o f i t may be done f o r g e n e r a l n. 
However the a r i t h m e t i c i s r a t h e r more c o m p l i c a t e d . 
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We b e g i n by e q u a t i n g (4.3.1) and (4.3.2), u s i n g 
(4.3.3) and t a k i n g j u s t one term i n the summation, to 
get 
^ x f " ^ 2 ( 3E d i a ( l Q . l Q ) _ -C ^ 
^ n+2^A ^^n+2^^''" ^1,3 ~ h'^ 
n+1 
n 
i = l 






l L ^ - 1 n 
( ( k ^ ^ 2 + ^ n + l ^ ^ • ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ • ' ^ ' ^ ^ ' i ^ " ^ ' ^ ^ ^^ '^  
^'^T'n.2'K\'K\' -'-1.2^1 I L ^ ^ 
[C , T 2 ( p ^ , k . ) ] ? / ; ( p ^ , k , k ^ , k ) T ^ ^ ^ p ^ ( k ^ ^ 2 ' k n + 2 ^ q > k n . 2 ' - ^ n . l ^ 
(4.3.4) 
The minus s i g n comes from the heavy quark l o o p , C i s 
n 
the c o l o u r f a c t o r o f (4.2.4), means sum over the 
QQ b e i n g c r e a t e d o f f any o f the valence quarks, and 
g i s the s t r o n g i n t e r a c t i o n c o u p l i n g , where s 
g^ a = ^s s —^ 4n 
(4.3.5) 
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We have d e f i n e d 
^ = ^n.2 ^ ^ n . l ^ ^n ^^•3-6) 
and used the t r a c e d e f i n i t i o n s o f (1.6.4) and ( 2 . 4 . 2 ) , 
a long w i t h the new one 
\ < l « n . 2 * « l ™ Q ' ' v ( l f n . 2 ™ Q > % < - l ' n + l ™ Q ' ^ * ^"•'•''^ 
These come from a v e r a g i n g over the spins o f the e x t e r n a l 
f e r m i o n s , u s i n g ( 2 . n . l ) f o r r ^ . We have been c a r e f u l 
t o g e t the arguments o f the n G's and g^ c o r r e c t (as 
k emerges from r ^ , not k ^ ) , and then used (2.5.5) t o 
o b t a i n the produce o f n+2 G's. F i n a l l y we have put the 
valence quark c u r r e n t masses zero, as t h i s s i m p l i f i e s 
m a t t e r s , and i s almost t r u e f o r hadrons made o f u 
and d valence quarks which i n t e r e s t us. 
Taking (4.3.4) we s u b s t i t u t e f o r the l e p t o n - q u a r k 
c r o s s - s e c t i o n , ( 1 . 6 . 7 ) , and change t o l i g h t cone v a r i a b l e s 
u s i n g (1.5.5) and ( 2 . 4 . 3 ) . Equating i n t e g r a n d s , 
c a n c e l l i n g , and a p p l y i n g P"*"^P''"^  ( d e f i n e d by ( 1 . 5 . 2 ) ) , 
we o b t a i n 
rn+1 
n 
i = l L 
dx.d2k^.d(k?) 
2 x . ( 2 n ) 3 
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6 (k°)6(k2-m2)G(k2^) 6 ( l - _ r ^ x , ) | g J 2 d 2 k ^ ^ ^ ^ 
n+2 ^1+2, 2,u2 
1 J. 1 J. 
Tpa"^nt2-'^nt2^''-'^nt2'-^tl' (4.3.8) 
We have used t he analogue o f (2.6.4) f o r the f l u x f a c t o r 
r a t i o , and (4.3.5) t o remove g . The t r a c e s i n (4.3.8) 
s 
have a l r e a d y been e v a l u a t e d i n ( 2 . 4 . 5 ) , except f o r the 
l a s t one. The c a l c u l a t i o n o f t h i s i s s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d , 
and g i v e s 




- 2 ( P X + l a < k n + l p ^ % : ^ ^ } ^^•3-9) 
^n+2 
The r e m a i n i n g steps are e x a c t l y those a t the end 
o f t he d e r i v a t i o n o f f ? ( x ) . We s u b s t i t u t e f o r the 
A n 
t r a c e s i n (4.3.8) u s i n g (2.4.5) and ( 4 . 3 . 9 ) , and 
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c o n t r a c t over t he i n d i c e s p and a, o b t a i n i n g d o t 
p r o d u c t s which we r e p l a c e w i t h ( 1 . 5 . 6 ) . We e v a l u a t e 
the n+2 k ^ - i n t e g r a l s over the 6- f u n c t i o n s , and the 
n+2 k r p - i n t e g r a l s by the p r e s c r i p t i o n o f ( 2 . 5 . 8 ) , 
l e a v i n g the. x - i n t e g r a l s . We omit t he d e t a i l s , b u t i n 
rthe n e x t s e c t i o n we w r i t e o u t the r e s u l t s f o r n=2 and 3 
i n f u l l . 
4.4 EXPLICIT SOLUTIONS FOR PION AND NUCLEON 
We use the d e f i n i t i o n s o f ( 2 . 6 . 5 ) , w i t h the 
a d d i t i o n 
B - = 6 ^ = ^ (4.4.1) n+2 n+1 
s i n c e t h e Q and Q have equal mass. B ^ =1 f o r the valence 
quarks. I f { x ^ } denotes the s e t { x ^ , ,x^} , f o r 
a heavy quark i n a l i g h t meson we have 
4 , 
n [ d x . ] 6 ( i - z x . ) f ^ ( { x } ) = q u ) = ^^2 "s.2 
o i = l ^ i = l ^  ^ ^ . x / l n ^ 
' ' 1 3 , 6 ( 1 - z X.) 
n [ ^ ^ i ] i z i " 
o i = l X. ^ R 2 2 , , 
^ ( a - E ' ' i ) 2 ( ( l - z x . ) ( a - Z ^ ) - ^ ) 2 
i = l x ^ i = l ^  i = l ^ i ^ 
x ^ ( l - x ^ ) ( l / x ^ + « x ^ ) 
^ ( ( l - X j ) ( a - l / x j ) - l ) 2 
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r202x 2 _ ( l - c x ( l - X ^ ) 2 ) + 3 { ( ^ + ^ + 4 ) [ a ( l +aX2) 
X / X'^  Xo ^3^4 ^4 ^3 
( ^ + 22 + 2 ) ( a ( l - x , ) + a - l )] - (a (1-x, )+a-1 ) 
X2 x-,^  3 X i X T 
[ 2 ( 1 + 1 ) ( x , + x ^ ) - | ( ' ' 3 + ^)-2(^+^ + 2) 
J X o X/. I / J „ „ ^ „ o 3^ ^4 x^ x^ ' ^1 ^ 
+ o t [ | ( i i ) - 2 ( ^ + a x . ) ] } + f a [ ^ " V 3 + 2a (X3+X, ) 
3^ "4 ^2 ^ 
+ 
/ 1 1 2 
(1 4 ) + ^ ( ^ l + ^2 + | ) + | ] - ^ [ a ( i +aX2) 
^1 ^2 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 2 
( ^ 1 + ^ 2 + 2 ) ( a ( l - X , ) + a - l ) ] } 
v„ X-, 3 X. 
+ 1^>2} 
X2 x^ J 
(4.4.2) 
C l e a r l y t he term 1-^2 g i v e s an i d e n t i c a l c o n t r i b u t i o n 
t o f ^ ( x ^ ) . However t h i s w i l l n o t be t r u e when we consider 
d i f f r a c t i v e p r o d u c t i o n o f heavy f l a v o u r hadrons. 
The analogous r e s u l t f o r , a heavy quark i n a l i g h t 
b a ryon i s 
-91. 
r i 4 5 . 
n [ d x . ] 6 ( l - E X, ) f ^ ( { x j ) 
o i = l ^ i = l ^  ^ ^ 
o i = l X. 5 
6 ( 1 - I X.) 
i = l ^ 
3 3 
(a- E z x , ) ( a - E 1/x.) - 3/2)2 
i= l x , i = l ^  i = l 1 
x^X2(l-x-^-X2) (1/xj+ax-^) (l/x2+ax2) 
1 1 (a - r -f^ - r r - : ^ ^ — v ) 2 ( ( l - x , - X o ) ( a - i - i ) 4 ) 2 x^ X2 ( I-XJ-X2 ^  1 ^^2'^" Xj X2'"2 
^^^3 (| + a ( l - x ^ - X 2 ) 2 ) + e { ( ^ + ^ +4) 
X4X5 ^5 ^4 
[ ( a - ( ^ + ^ + | ) ) ( 1 + a x ^ ) - ( ^ V ^ + x ^ d +1 ) + l ) 
X2 X- X^ X j X2 
(a (1-x,-X2)+ci-l_ - ] . )] , - ( a ( l - x , - x ^ ) + a - ] . -1. ) 
Xj X2 Xj X2 
"1(1+1 )(x,+X2+2x3)-(24 + ^ 5 ) - 2 ( ^ 1 ^ 2 + X o ( l +1 ) + l ) ' 
1^ ^2 X4 X3 X^ XT X^ 
+ ( a - ( ^ + ^ + | ) ) [ i ( l +1 ) - 2 ( l +ax„)]}+{ ( a - ( ^ + ^ 2 + i ) ) 
2^ " " l '4 ^5 ^3 2^ *1 
[ : Ay 5. \ aU^+yj^) + 3(1 + 0 X 3 ) ] - (a ( l - x ^ - X 2 )+a-1 ^ 
2 X3 x^ X2 X3 . 2 
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[ ^ V 5 ( l +1 )mx^+x^)il +1 +2 ) + 3 ( V ^ +X3(1 +1 )+l) + l ] 
-Z [(«-(!!l+^2+|))(l + c x x 3 ) - ( V ^ +X3(1 +1 ) + l ) 
2 "^2 ^ 1 "^ 3 ^3 ^1 ^ 2 
( a( l - x ^ - X 2 ) + a-l -1 ) ] } 
X j X2 
+ 1^3 + 2^3} (4.4.3) 
n 
Again we have put i n the terms from I e x p l i c i t l y , 
r a t h e r than m u l t i p l y i n g by 3, so f ^ ( { x ^ } ) need not be 
re-defined l a t e r on. 
4.5 COMMENTS 
The expressions (4.4.2) and (4.4.3) are normalized 
r e l a t i v e to t h e i r corresponding valence d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
(given by ( 2 . 6 . 7 ) ) . We can therefore p l o t them without 
f u r t h e r assumptions, and do so i n f i g u r e s 4.2 and 4.3 
f o r a pion and a proton r e s p e c t i v e l y . The remaining 
x - i n t e g r a l s a f t e r the one over the 6-function are 
ca l c u l a t e d numerically. 
The d i s t r i b u t i o n s a l l diverge i n the same way that 
(32) 
normal sea d i s t r i b u t i o n s do , so the amount of 
momentum c a r r i e d i s f i n i t e . The reduction of the 
magnitude w i t h increasing mass i s mainly due to the 
running coupling, (4.2.1), w i t h the choice of 
Q^4<m2Q>. The d i s t r i b u t i o n s i n the pion and proton 
Figure 4.2: The i n t r i n s i c heavy quark d i s t r i b u t i o n s i n 
a pion, c a l c u l a t e d from (4.4.2), f o r f ^ (also shown) 
normalized to u n i t y . The masses are from table 2a, 
ta k i n g only m^=35 GeV. 
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10 
Figure 4.3: the i n t r i n s i c heavy quark d i s t r i b u t i o n s i n 
a proton, c a l c u l a t e d from (4.4.3), f o r f ^ (also shown) 
normalized t o u n i t y . The masses used aire from table 2a 
ta k i n g only m^=35 GeV. 
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have comparable values near x=0 f o r each f l a v o u r , but 
the proton ones f a l l f a s t e r w i t h increasing x. This i s 
due t o the l a r g e r number of quarks i n the Fock state 
producing a more suppressed dimensional counting behaviour. 
These p r e d i c t i o n s are i n sharp contrast to those 
of Brodsky et a l ^ ^ ^ , who conclude t h a t an i n t r i n s i c 
QQ p a i r i n a l i g h t hadron carry most of i t s momentum. 
They back t h e i r f i n d i n g s up by applying the argument 
t h a t the quarks should a l l have the same v e l o c i t y to 
hold together i n a hadron. However the QQ pairs are 
being created and a n n i h i l a t e d a l l the time, which suggests 
t h a t they should favour very small x, as we f i n d . 
4.6 RELATION OF DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS TO OBSERVABLES 
Before we compare our d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n 
f p ( x 3 ) w i t h experiment, we must consider i t s r e l a t i o n 
to the data. The experimental production process i s 
shown i n f i g u r e 4.4. At s u f f i c i e n t l y large -q^ where a l l 
masses squared ( i n c l u d i n g ) can be neglected, the 
analogue of (1.7.16) i s 
d^(lp^lQQX) = E e2f^(x)2na-
dxdv Q,Q ^ P X 
1 + 1 
- v2 vm Et 2m^E\^ p i p i 
(4.6.1) 
Bjorken-x and v are defined by (1.6.1). I n t e g r a t i n g 
over a range of v gives 
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QQX 
Figure 4.4: The parton diagram f o r i n t r i n s i c heavy 
f l a v o u r production i n deep i n e l a s t i c lepton ( 1 ) -
hadron (A) s c a t t e r i n g , showing the four momenta of the 
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This i s what we need t o compare our d i s t r i b u t i o n 
f u n c t i o n against data, because experiments measure the 
l e f t hand side, and we can ca l c u l a t e the r i g h t hand side. 
4.7 NUCLEON INTRINSIC CHARM VERSUS THE DATA 
(33) 
The photon-gluon f u s i o n model , where heavy 
quarks are created i n the c o l l i s i o n (and so are e x t r i n s i c 
as opposed to i n t r i n s i c ) , i s shown i n f i g u r e 4.5. This 
is: very smilar to f i g u r e 4.4 (the i n t r i n s i c case), since 
the i n t r i n s i c QQ o r i g i n a t e from a gluon, as i n f i g u r e 4.1, 
The d i f f e r e n c e between them i s the d e f i n i t i o n of the 
proton boundary. However, they c l e a r l y produce the same 
f i n a l s t a t e IQQX, and so must both be considered when 
looking a t data. 
For deep i n e l a s t i c lepto-production of charm, 
Aubert e t al^"^''^^ a c t u a l l y measure ^(p^p+y^yX), where 
the f i n a l p comes from the decay of a D- or D-meson. 
(4.6.2) t h e r e f o r e requires a s l i g h t m o d i f i c a t i o n ; 
da(p'^p>p'*"pX) = 0.389B £ _e^f^(x)2na 




Figure 4.5: The parton diagram f o r e x t r i n s i c heavy 
f l a v o u r production i n lepton-hadron s c a t t e r i n g , showing 
the four-momenta of the p a r t i c l e s . 
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1 log 
m E' i P 1 
max 
min 
(v -V . ) + max mm mb (4.7.1) 
B i s the branching r a t i o f o r the decay D^yx, and 0.389 
converts to mb i f the energies are i n GeV. 
The comparison of (4.7.1) w i t h experiment i s shown i n 
f i g u r e 4.6. We use (4.4.3) to c a l c u l a t e f p ( x ) , w i t h 
3 
the value f o r V3 which normalizes fp to u n i t y , and 
the masses from t a b l e 2a. Table 4a contains the values 






0.082 60 220 250 
Table 4a: The numbers needed i n our c a l c u l a t i o n f o r 
f i g u r e 4.6, using (4.7.1). 
C l e a r l y the photon-gluon f u s i o n model gives a good 
d e s c r i p t i o n of the data alone, so the a d d i t i o n a l c o n t r i -
b u t i o n from i n t r i n s i c charm cannot be too large. Our 
r e s u l t i s , as i t stands, compatible w i t h the data. 
3 
However when comparing f ^ w i t h experiment i n Section 2.7, 
we had t o normalize i t t o 0.32 ra t h e r than 1, because 
experiments resolve current quarks, and ours are 
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df f(|JL*p^j / [xX) 
•dx- . 
(31) 
Figure 4.6:' The data , compared w i t h the photon-gluon 
(33) 
f u s i o n model ( ) , and our c a l c u l a t i o n from 
(4.7.1) ( ). 
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c o n s t i t u e n t s . This e f f e c t may also be present here, 
along w i t h possible QCD e v o l u t i o n and threshold suppression 
f a c t o r s . These three e f f e c t s c o n t r i b u t e i n the same 
d i r e c t i o n , to reduce our r e s u l t , so the curve i n 
f i g u r e 4.6 i s r e a l l y an upper l i m i t . 
We t h e r e f o r e conclude t h a t our model f o r the 
i n t r i n s i c charm i n a proton i s completely consistent w i t h 




THE SCATTERING PROCESS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The o v e r a l l aim of our work i s to understand the 
d i f f r a c t i v e production of heavy flavours i n hadron-
hadron i n t e r a c t i o n s . So f a r we have derived the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s of heavy c o n s t i t u e n t quarks inside hadrons. 
I n t h i s chapter we consider the s c a t t e r i n g of these 
heavy quarks by hadrons, and t e s t our ideas against 
experiment. 
D i f f r a c t i v e high energy hadron-hadron cross-sections 
(8) 
are w e l l described by Regge theory , so we begin w i t h 
a simple discussion of t h i s t o p i c . Figure 5.1 shows 
the general 2^2 s c a t t e r i n g processes, which by crossing 
are described by the same amplitude A ( s , t ) i n d i f f e r e n t 
regions of the Mandelstam variables s and t , defined by 
s E (p^ + Pg)^ = (p^ + p^)2 (5.1.1) 
t ~= ^ PA - Pc^' = ^PD - PB^' ^^•^•2) 
This amplitude may be expanded as a t-channel 
p a r t i a l wave series 
A ( s , t ) = I (21 + DA, ( t ) P i (cose^) (5.1.3) 1=0 l i t 
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Figure 5.1: The 2 * 2 hadron s c a t t e r i n g processes, 
showing the four momenta. a) AB CD ; b) AC BD. 
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where i s the s c a t t e r i n g angle i n the AC COM frame. 
I n t h i s frame, f o r the case of equal masses 
so 
= (Pa -Pr^^ = 2m2 - t + 2 ( t - m2)cose, A B 2 4 t 
cos9^ = 1 + 2s (5.1.4) 
t-4m2 
The intermediate p a r t i c l e s produced i n the process 
AC BD, and ther e f o r e exchanged i n the process AB -•  CD, 
are observed t o l i e on a Regge t r a j e c t o r y , roughly 
a ( t ) = ot^ + a't (5.1.5) 
where and a' are constants. a ( t ) takes the integer 
value 1 when t = m|, m-^  being the mass of the spin 1 
p a r t i c l e . The pole due t o the propagator of t h i s 
p a r t i c l e i s the r e f o r e of the form 
A ^ ( t ) = e ( t ) (5.1.6) 
l - a ( t ) 
and so (5.1.2) reads 
A(s,t) = I (21+1) B ( t ) P,(cos6^) (5.1.7) 
l - a ( t ) 
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From (5.1.4) 
cose^ « s (5.1.8) 
S •*•<*> ^ / 2 
t f i x e d t-"^ ™ 
This s-dependence also arises i n the case of non-equal 
masses. 
W r i t i n g (5.1.7) as a contour i n t e g r a l around the 
non-negative integers i n the complex 1-plane, and 
d i s t o r t i n g the contour, we pick up the residue of 
the Regge pole. For s->«>, t f i x e d , t h i s i s the dominant 
c o n t r i b u t i o n , and using (5.1.8) and the property 
P,(cose ) (cose ) ^ (5.1.9) 
^ C0S9^>" 
i t gives 
A ( s , t ) 3( t ) ^ _ f o _ ) a ( t ) ^ s j a ( t ) -j^  
S •>-°° ^ / 2 S 
t f i x e d -^"^ ^ 
where we have i n s e r t e d the constant s^ = 1 GeV^. 
S u b s t i t u t i n g (5.1.10) i n t o the o p t i c a l theorem, (1.4.6), 
w i t h the f l u x f a c t o r (1.4.3) 
i h = 4[(p^.pg)2-m^m2g] 2 = 2s (5.1.11) 
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we o b t a i n 
" t o t " * ' ' "o*! '°'°*'^ < 5 - l - l 2 ' 
S-*-" o 
where a i s a constant, o 
We could consider more than one t r a j e c t o r y , but i n 
the l i m i t s the one w i t h the l a r g e s t value of oc(o) 
dominates. For a l l hadron-hadron i n t e r a c t i o n s t h i s i s 
the Pomeron, w i t h an e f f e c t i v e i n t e r c e p t otp(o) = 1.08. 
The f a c t t h a t ap(o) > 1 w i l l lead to an eventual v i o l a t i o n 
of the F r o i s s a r t bound does not a f f e c t us, since 
whatever mechanisms prevent t h i s v i o l a t i o n appear to 
have l i t t l e e f f e c t at present values of s. 
As the Pomeron c o n t r o l s a l l large s i n t e r a c t i o n s , 
independent of f l a v o u r , any p a r t i c l e s l y i n g on the 
t r a j e c t o r y may w e l l be g l u e b a l l s , although these have 
yet t o be discovered. The Pomeron may not be a simple 
t r a j e c t o r y , but i t c e r t a i n l y behaves l i k e one, and that 
i s a l l t h a t concerns us here. 
5.2 EFFECTIVE HADRON-QUARK CROSS-SECTIONS 
The value f o r Op(o) comes from the t o t a l cross-
— (35) sect i o n measured at the CERN pp-Collider . The 
r e s u l t i s 
a . (pp) ^ 22.7(| )°-°^ mb (5.2.1) 
s-*-" o 
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Using ap(o) = 1.08 to f i t the highest energy Hp data 
gives 
(36) 
a^^^(np) . 14.7(f (5.2.2) 
S>a> O 
The idea of c o n s t i t u e n t valence quarks enables these 
to be approximated by 
<^tot^^P^ - - V t o t ^ ^ i P ^ (5.2.3) 
S+oo 1=1 
w i t h n=2 f o r A=n , n=3 f o r A=p, and where 
aj.Q^(q.p) = 7.5(f )°-°^ mb (5.2.4) 
o 
i s the e f f e c t i v e asymptotic l i g h t (u,d) quark-proton 
cross-section. The analogous r e s u l t s f o r s c a t t e r i n g on 
a pion are 
a^^^(An) = . ^ / t o t ^ ^ i " ^ ^^'^-^^ 
where 
a^Q^(q .n) = 5.0(f )°-°S mb (5.2.6) 
o 
We extend t h i s to heavy quarks by invoking the 
hypothesis of f-dominance of the Pomeron coupling^-^^\ 
I f the Pomeron couples to a quark via the relevant 
f-meson (they have the same quantum numbers), as i n 
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Q Q 
Figure 5.2: The amplitude f o r Qp> Qp, assuming f-
dominance of the Pomeron(P)-quark coupling. 
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f i g u r e 5.2, (5.1.6) would instead be of the form 
, . „ 6 ( t ) Bp. ( t ) 
1 ~ Q Q (5.2.7) 
(l-a„(t))(l-a. ( t ) ) 
The contour i n t e g r a l now gives a f a c t o r iapit)-ar: ( t ) ) " " ^ 
from the residue. Assuming quarks couple to t h e i r 
respective f's w i t h equal s t r e n g t h , the same f o r f's 
to the Pomeron, and remembering t h a t the o p t i c a l theorem 
(1.4.6) requires the amplitude at t=0, we p r e d i c t 
a , (QB) = a p ( o r - a ^ ( o ^ (| )0.08 (5 2.8) 
t o t ^ ^ B S 
ap(o) - a. (o) ° 
where = 7.5 (5.0) mb f o r B = p(n) 
The values of the parameters i n the Regge t r a j e c t o r y 
r e l e v a n t to us are the sol u t i o n s of the simultaneous 
equations 
1 = a + a'rn^ ; 2 = a + a'm| (5.2.9) 
which f o l l o w from (5.1.5) assuming the mesons l i e 
e x a c t l y on the t r a j e c t o r y . Table 5a contains the values 
of the p a r t i c l e masses we use to ca l c u l a t e these Regge 
parameters, which are given i n table 5b. For the 
l i g h t e s t f l a v o u r s ( u , d ) , a more sophisticated analysis 
(38) 
to determine a^(t) has been performed , as the masses 
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of the p a r t i c l e s on the t r a j e c t o r y w i t h spin > 2 are 
(21) 








u,d 0.783 1.273 
s 1.020 1.520 
c 3.097 3.556 
. b 9.456 9.912 
( i ) 25 49.26 49.76 '' 
t ( i i ) 35 69.26 69.76 
( i i i ) 45 89.26 '' 89,76 
m^(GeV) 
"Table 5a: The known^ "^*^ ^ or assumed^ ** masses f o r the 
W Q - and fp-mesons, i n GeV. 
The unknown and f ^ masses i n table 5a are chosen 
to have a d i f f e r e n c e of 0.5 GeV, roughly that observed 
f o r the l i g h t e r p a i r s . This gives a' 1 / % ^nd so 
(o) -mpi ; the r e s u l t s are given i n table 5b ( a ) . 
Q niQ- ^ 
- I l l -
T r a j e c t o r y 
( i ) «o. 1 
a! (GeV"^) 
1.08 0.22 
f 0.49 0.95 





(a) ( i ) 
f , ( i i ) 
( i i i ) 
25 -48 0.0202 
35 -68 0.0144 
45 -88 0.0112 
(b) ( i ) 
f , ( i i ) 
( i i i ) 
25 -273 0.113 
35 -541 0.113 
45 -899 0.113 
m^  (GeV) 
Table 5b: The values of the Regge i n t e r c e p t s , calculated 
from (5.2.9) where appropriate. 
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The values i n ta b l e 5b(b) come from assuming a' f o r top 
i s the same as f o r bottom, g i v i n g (o) -m^  and 
are r e a l i s t i c a l l y lower bounds f o r the t r a j e c t o r y 
i n t e r c e p t . From (5.2.8) these give lower bounds on 
°tot<"> 
Using (5.2.8), (5.2.3), and the numbers from table 5b 
we p r e d i c t 




i n good agreement w i t h experiment^ "^^ ' "''^^ 
Almost a l l the present data on heavy f l a v o u r 
production i s at s values where (5.2,8) cannot be 
app l i e d ; the cross-sections are s t i l l r i s i n g from 
threshold. We must therefore model t h i s e f f e c t , i n 
order t o t e s t (5.2.8) against experiment. 
5.3 THRESHOLD RISE 
5.3.1 Counting Rule Suppression (Dynamics) 
We form our f i n a l hadrons by recombining the i n i t i a l 
quarks a f t e r they s c a t t e r . Figure 5.3 shows pB^ApMpB 
(there i s no "X" j u s t above t h r e s h o l d ) , as an example. 
I t includes the minimum number of gluons required to 
hold the hadrons together. Just above threshold i n 
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B 
Figure 5.3: The par ton diagram f o r pB ^ Q M Q B . 
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the pB COM frame the Ap and M^.must be almost at r e s t , 
so the gluons are needed t o "stop" the quarks. 
We define a v a r i a b l e x', (which would equal Bjorken-x 
i f the proton reformed), by 
( P A + = q ^ ( l - 7') + (niA + mrr ) 2 (5.3.1) 
. X Q Q 
C l e a r l y we have an e q u a l i t y of l i m i t s ; 
x' ^ 1 = (p^ + q)2 > (m^ + mg ) 2 E s > s^^ (5.3.2) 
where s i s defined by (5.1.1) and s^^ by 
I f the A Q M Q system i s excited ( i e (p^+q)2>(m^ +mg ) ^ ) , 
(5.3.1) gives 
q2 'V. (1 - x ' ) " ^ (5.3.4) 
I n the heavy hadron reformation amplitude, A^, containing 
n gluons, the fermion traces cancel the gluon propagators 
O 
as i n Section 1.7. The quarks l a b e l l e d by — X — i n 
f i g u r e 5.3 have four momenta squared '^q^ , so A^ q'^ '^ g 
from t h e i r propagator denominators. From (1.7.6), the 
re f o r m a t i o n p r o b a b i l i t y , P^ , therefore s a t i s f i e s 
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dP^ 'v- |A^|2 q - % (5.3.5) 
We assume the ^ Q M Q e x c i t e d region goes smoothly to 
th r e s h o l d , i n the same way t h a t we matched-up the 
s c a l i n g and e l a s t i c regions t o derive the Drell-Yan-West 
r e l a t i o n i n Section 1.7. Using (5.3.4) t h i s gives 
P^  (1 - x')^\~^ (5.3.6) 
the f a m i l i a r counting r u l e behaviour. 
From (5.3.2) we ob t a i n the dynamical suppression 
f a c t o r , defined by 
P(s) E (1 - f t h ) ^ " g " ^ (5.3.7) 
C l e a r l y P(s) 1 as s * most q u i c k l y f o r the minimum 
n . We use only t h i s value, as i n f i g u r e 5.3. The 
r e a l P(s) must be a (normalized) sum over n i n , 
^ ^min 
but the higher terms w i l l presumably be down by powers 
of cx . For the processes we consider n i s l i s t e d 
_ ^mm 
i n t a b l e 5c. I n the case pB * pMpM^ B we need the f i n a l 
s t a t e proton t o conserve baryon number, (and assume a 
l i g h t qq-pair are created at no cost f o r t h i s ) . 
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Process n B ^ M Q M Q B P B ^ ^ M Q B P B - M Q M Q P B 
n 
^min 
2 3 4 
Table 5c: The rele v a n t values of n g min 
5.3.2 Limited A v a i l a b i l i t y of Phase-space (Kinematics) 
Another f a c t o r c o n s t r a i n i n g the r i s e of the cross-
s e c t i o n from threshold i s the a v a i l a b l e range of t . 
This i s a kinematical e f f e c t , but i n order to incorporate 
i t we have to assume some f u r t h e r dynamics. 
Consider the process i n f i g u r e 5.1 a ) , w i t h 
2 _ ; p2 
P D = "^B 
(5.3.8) 
and the d e f i n i t i o n s 
Pc ' ^ C P A ' P D '= ^ D P B (5.3.9) 
We neglect transverse momentum t r a n s f e r i n what f o l l o w s , 
i n order t o f i n d the l i m i t s of phase-space. Using (5.3.8), 
(5.3.9) and (1.5.6), (5.1.2) may be w r i t t e n 





Cl e a r l y f o r 0 ^ Xj^ ^  1, ^ t ^ 0, but i f x^ i s f u r t h e r 
constrained, so i s t . We c a l c u l a t e t h i s range as a 
f u n c t i o n of s. 
I n the COM frame where p^ + p^ = 0 and - > 0» 
(5.1.1) gives 
s^= (p3g + m2)2 + (p3g + in2)2 (5.3.11) 
Solving t h i s f o r p|, and using (5.3.9) w i t h p3 = 0 
(which minimizes Xj^) we get 
Xjj = I ^ IB (5.3.12) 
min p| 
where 
p- = ( " ^ ^ " ' A ^ ^^(s-Hm2-m2)2_ h 
2s^ ^ 4s 
(5.3.13) 
To f i n d Xj^ we again expand (5.1.1), using (5.1.6), 
max 
o b t a i n i n g 
2 2 
s = m2 + M2 + : ° " B ^ + x^xpp^pg (5.3.14) 
V D P A P B ' 
This gives 
x^Xr, = w (5.3.15) 
P A P B 
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where w i s defined by 
w= H ( s - m 2 - M 2 ) + [ ( s - m 2 - M 2 ) 2 - 4m2M2] 2] (5.3.16) 
From (5.3.9) 
C^ A (M2H-p3,S2 .^ p^ 3 ; xj^p-
so 
2 1 




B ^ D ' " " B max 
2p:x 
B ^ D _ max 
(5.3.18) 
E l i m i n a t i n g x^ from (5.3.15) and (5.3.17), and using 
(5.3.18) on the r e s u l t to remove p^, we obtain 
Xj3 [ ( M 2 + 
max 
^ 2 2-,2 -^ 2 ^2 
P B -m max B 
B " D _ max J 
a P B - V 
)2+ max 
Solving t h i s We get 
2 P R X 
B " D max B 
(5.3.19) 
X ^max PB 
w(w+m2 ) 
W + M 2 
(5.3.20) 
As a check, s > " implies x-, + 0, Xj. -»• 1, and 
°min max s = s^^ = irn^ + H)^ implies = X D_ mm max 
; . We- define .our kinematical threshold r i s e 
f a c t o r by 
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rN t max J 
Ai- da 
1- dt 
T(s) H ^ S i n (5.3.21) 
dt . 
where t and t . come from (5.3.10) using (5.3.20) max mm ° 
and (5.3.12) r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
To c a l c u l a t e T(s) we need a model f o r which. 
r e w r i t i n g (1.7.6), i s given by 
da 1 |A(s,t) |2 (5.3.22) 
dt ^2 
Regge theory suggests exponential behaviour. S u b s t i t u t i n g 
(5.1.5) and (5.1.19) i n t o (5.3.22) gives 
da 'V. F ( t ) ( ^ ) 2 " o " ^ e x p [ 2 a ' t l o g ( | )] (5.3.23) 
dt ^o ^o 
where F ( t ) contains the remaining t-dependence. The 
large s cross-sections f o r and pp e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g 
can be w e l l f i t t e d by considering j u s t the Pomeron 
t r a j e c t o r y , but w i t h a sum of exponentials i n the 
(39) 
amplitude , g i v i n g 
da^^ cc e^'^P^((l-X)+Xe^i^)2 (5.3.24) 
d t ^ 
where Cp i s defined by 
Cp = ap + a ^ l o g ( ^ ) (5.3.25) 
^ o 
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We assume (5.3.24) also gives a reasonable d e s c r i p t i o n 
of ^ when the H or p are d i f f r a c t i v e l y e x c i t e d . Using 
(5.3.24), (5.3.21) i n t e g r a t e s to 
T(s) - [ U-X)2^ 2X(1-X), X2 -|"-^r(l-X)2^^^^P 
2Cp (2Cp+a^) 2(Cp+aj) 2Cp 
2Cpt_... 2ept^,^^ max -e 
9Y(1 Y) (2Cp+aT)t^^^ (2Cp+aT)t . 
(2Cp+aj) 
, y2 2(Cp+a,)t„^^ 2(Cp+aT)t„. + A / ^  r i max „ r 1 mm 
2(Cp+aj) 
(e ) ] (5.3.26) 
The values of the parameters are given i n table 5d 
Process X ap(GeV"^) a^(GeV"^) a^(GeV"^) 
np 0.66 1.00 0.22 3.20 
PP 0.65 2.05 0.22 3.39 
(39) 
Table 5d: The values of the parameters used i n 
(5.3.26). 
There i s one more po i n t t o consider, the choice 
of M. I n p r i n c i p l e we should average (5.3.26) over a l l 
possible M-values w i t h some assumed d i s t r i b u t i o n , as 
- 1 2 1 -
t i s a f u n c t i o n of M . However we s i m p l i f y t h i s , and 
111 a 
j u s t replace i n ( 5 . 3 . 2 0 ) by M2 , where M2 i s defined 
by 
M 2 = 





( 5 . 3 . 2 7 ) 
w i t i i 
= (s2 - mg)2 ; M 2 , ^ = (sl^ - m j 2 ( 5 . 3 . 2 8 ) 
max min t h "'B ' 
Using the e m p i r i c a l o b s e r v i a t i o n ^ ^ ^ ^ t h a t f o r M 2 ^ 2 GeV2 
da 
dM 
' • d i f f A. I 
M2 
( 5 . 3 . 2 9 ) 
,m2 
the dependence expected from the t r i p l e Pomeron model 
( 5 . 3 . 2 7 ) i n t e g r a t e s to give 
( 4 1 ) 
M 2 _ M 2 - M2. max min ( 5 . 3 . 3 0 ) 
log M _ max 
mm 
With M 2 i n ( 5 . 3 . 2 6 ) r a t h e r than, f o r example, M ^ ^ ^ , 
T(s) s t i l l * 1 as s * but takes longer. This i s 
because, i n a s i m p l i f i e d way, we are allowing f o r the 
production of A Q M Q X , and not j u s t A Q M Q, to use our 
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counting r u l e example. . 
We end t h i s s e c t i o n w i t h the new version of (5.2.8), 
v a l i d f o r a l l s, 
a^^^(QB) = P(s)T(s)(°P^°^ - "f^°^ )a j , ( f ) ^ ' ^ ^ 
ap(o) - a^^(o) ° (5.3.31) 
P(s) and T(s) are given by (5.3.7) and (5.3.26) r e s p e c t i v e l y 
and = 7.5 (5.0) mb f o r B = p ( n ) . 
5.4 CHARM PRODUCTION IN YP INTERACTIONS 
Since there i s no data.on heavy p a r t i c l e s c a t t e r i n g 
cross-sections, we t e s t (5.3.31) against experiment by 
p r e d i c t i n g the t o t a l cross-section f o r heavy p a r t i c l e 
production i n Yp i n t e r a c t i o n s . A nice feature of t h i s 
t e s t i s t h a t i s doesn't depend on our d i s t r i b u t i o n 
f u n c t i o n s from Chapters 2 or 4. 
(42) 
Generalized vector dominance says the t o t a l 
Yp cross-section may be w r i t t e n 
" t o t ' ^ P ' = 5lNvl'<'tot<Vp) (5.4.1) 
The sum runs over a l l vector mesons having the same 
quantum numbers as Y, and I A^yP i s the p r o b a b i l i t y f o r 
Y ^ V. 
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This i s r e l a t e d t o the w i d t h r ^ ^ ^ t ^ - , f o r the vector 
meson going t o a v i r t u a l photon which decays t o e''"e , 
as i n f i g u r e 5.4. I n the V r e s t frame, (1.4.2) gives 
V^ -e e _ 'd3£^ d^£2 (2n)nMp^-Pj-P2) 
^"^vj 2E^(2n)3 2E2(2n)3 
e 2 j A ^ (gVv_P^)T2^^(p^,-p2) (5.4.2) 
3 m2 
We have averaged over the i n i t i a l s p i n , and summed over 
f i n a l ones; '^2]i\> defined by (1.6.8). Neglecting the 
lepton masses and remembering (1.6.5), we i n t e g r a t e 
over £2 t o get 
V^e e 12nm^ J E 
^ f i ( m 2 - 2 p ^ . P l ) | A ^ '2 
m2 
(g.v_ PiPv)T2^^(Pl^Pl-Pv) (5.4.3) 
Using 
d3p^ = EjdE^dfi ; 6(m2-2p^.pj) = ^  6 (^^ - E^) 
2m^ 2 (5.4,4) 
and s u b s t i t u t i n g f o r T2 from (1.6.9), the remaining 
i n t e g r a l s give 
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A 
Figure 5.4: The decay V *e e~, showing the four momenta 
of the p a r t i c l e s . 
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Using t h i s (5.4.1) becomes 
am^ 
(5.4.6) 
where ^ ^ o t ^ ^ ^ ^ given by Pomeron exchange, assuming 
f-dominance f o r the coupling. 
This has been tested against experiment , and 
gives good r e s u l t s . The Reggeon-photon coupling 
a n a l o g y ^ w h i c h incorporates (5.4.1) i n i t s 
basic assumptions, also gives good p r e d i c t i o n s f o r 
j^(Yp*pp) and ^(yp^'J'p) (amongst other t h i n g s ) , as 
shown i n reference 43, so we conclude (5.4.6) i s on 
s o l i d ground. 
Assuming charm production comes from the s i n g l e 
term V= i|) gives 
- 3 r + -a ( yp* ccX) = e a ^ ^ ^ . ( ' l ' p) (5.4.7) 
a m. 
This neglects the higher mass versions of the ^  , and 
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any i n t r i n s i c charm i n a l l the vector mesons and the 
proton. We also assume a l l the charm produced i s naked 
( i n the form of charmed mesons). S u b s t i t u t i n g (5.2.3) 
i n t o (5.4.7), we o b t a i n 
o (yp ccX) = iJj-»-e e a ^ .^^(cp) (5.4.8) 
am,); 
which i s c a l c u l a b l e using (5.3.31) f o r °^q^^^P^-
5.5 COMPARISON WITH THE DATA 
In f i g u r e 5.5 we p l o t the p r e d i c t i o n (5.4.8) against 
the data, having used 
Ey = ^  " ""p (5.5.1) 
where E^ i s the photon energy i n the proton r e s t frame, 
to change the argument of (5.3.31). The numbers needed 
come from tables 2a, 5b and 5d, w i t h the exception of 
(21) 
r + - and m, . We take n =2, assuming l i g h t 
^•^e e g 
qq p a i r s form at no cost, two gluons then being necessary 
to form aD and D (or ex c i t e d v e r s i o n s ) . The agreement 
between theory and experiment i s rather good. Our 
approximation of i g n o r i n g hidden charm production i s 
c l e a r l y j u s t i f i a b l e , since at E^ 105 GeV, a(Yp + ^X)'^20 nb^^^^ 
g i v i n g 
a (Yp * 'I'X) 
30 






- ) , c a l c ulated from (5.4.8), 
• SHF Photon Co l l a b o r a t i o n , 
Figure 5.5: 0(YP ccX) (— 
compared w i t h the data^^^^; 
7 CERNQ(YP ^ D°X), O FNAL Broad Band (yp * D°X), 
X EMC, 0 BFP C o l l a b o r a t i o n . Also shown i s (yp + bbX) 
( - - - ) , c a l c u l a t e d from (5.4.8). 
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Also shown i n f i g u r e 5.5 i s the p r e d i c t i o n f o r 
a ( YP * bbX). 
We p l o t the predicted d i s t r i b u t i o n s of D*- and 
D-mesons i n f i g u r e 5.6, assuming t h a t the charmed quarks 
fragment a f t e r the i n t e r a c t i o n , and using (2.6.7) and 
(3.4.6) to c a l c u l a t e 
dx (5.5.2) 
J Z X 
As i n (3.5.1), the observed d i s t r i b u t i o n of D-mesons w i l l 
be of the form 
f j * ( z , a ' ) = a'fj*(z) + d-a') 




where 0 ^ a ' il. There i s not yet any good z - d i s t r i b u t i o n 
data, so we cannot determine a' to compare w i t h a 0.5 
from Section 3.5. However the trend of the data so f a r 
f o r D*'s, i s t h a t they generally carry a sizeable 
f r a c t i o n of EY» and don't form a d i s t r i b u t i o n sharply 
peaked at the o r i g i n . This i s i n q u a l i t a t i v e agreement 
w i t h our p r e d i c t i o n s of f i g u r e 5.6. Figure 5.7 shows 
the analogous p r e d i c t i o n s f o r bottom production. 
We conclude t h a t our model f o r heavy quark-proton 
s c a t t e r i n g , (5.3.31), when used i n conjunction w i t h 
generalized vector dominance, gives a good d e s c r i p t i o n 
of the e x i s t i n g data on the photo-production of heavy 
f l a v o u r s . 
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Figure 5.6: The predicted z - d i s t r i b u t i o n s of D* ( ) 
and D (-—)-mesons produced i n Yp i n t e r a c t i o n s , 
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Figure 5.7: The predicted z - d i s t r i b u t i o n s of B*( ) 




HADRONIC HEAVY FLAVOUR PRODUCTION 
6.1 THE MODEL 
We now have a l l the ingredients t o c a l c u l a t e hadronic 
production of heavy f l a v o u r s . Figure 6.1 shows an 
example of our model, f o r production from a proton. 
Hadron B s c a t t e r s on the Q i n the |uudQQ> Fock state of 
the proton, frpm which udQ then reform i n t o a AQ. 
For the sub-process (boxed by i n f i g u r e 6.1) 
PB + X4PA = PB"" ^  ^4PA ^^'^-^^ 
Our d e f i n i t i o n of p^, (1.5.1), gives p^ >> Pg i n any f r 
where |p^| >> m^  f o r i = A and B, and f o r d i f f r a c t i v e 
s c a t t e r i n g the momentum t r a n s f e r i s small so P^  >^ P^ ^ 
as w e l l . From (6.1.1), t h e r e f o r e , = x^- As the heavy 
quark receives only a glancing blow, hadron B can 
sc a t t e r on the Q or Q, independent of which one then 
goes i n t o the reformation. 
ame 
The AQ production cross-section i s given by 
a (p * A QPTQX ) = 
1 r i 5 5 
n [ d x j 6 ( 1 - I Xj^) 
o i = l i = l 
dx, A^  B ^ ^  J o "Q 





Figure 6.1: The parton diagram f o r pB ^ QMQX w i t h 
four-momenta and x's l a b e l l e d . 
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f p ( { x ^ } ) (defined by (4.4.3)) i s the i n i t i a l x - d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of the |uudQQ> Fock s t a t e , and R^^(x^,X2,x^) i s the Ap 
recombination f u n c t i o n , w i t h 6(x. -x-,-x^-Xc) f i x i n g i t s 
A 1 2 5 . 
quark content. R^ ^ i s e s s e n t i a l l y the valence d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of the AQ. We discuss t h i s f u l l y i n Section 6.2. The 
i n t e g r a l s evaluate the overlap between these f u n c t i o n s , 
g i v i n g the p r o b a b i l i t y of reforming a A^ w i t h l i g h t cone 
momentum f r a c t i o n Xy\ from the i n i t i a l quark d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
Q 
summed over a l l ^ A^* ' ^ t o t ^ ^ ^ ^ hadron-quark cross-
s e c t i o n of (5.3.31), which gives the s c a t t e r i n g p r o b a b i l i t y 
and contains the s-dependence. 
The d i f f r a c t i v e cross-section, defined as 
a j ( p + A M^X), i s c a l c u l a t e d by summing (6.1.2) over the 
" B ^ ^ 
Pomeron coupling to the Q or the Q, and the possible 
combinations from |uudQQ> which can form a 
For charm and heavier f l a v o u r s we assume a l l these 
p o s s i b i l i t i e s produce A^'s, i f not immediately, then v i a 
a decay. For example E ( u u c ) decays to A^ (udc). I n 
p r i n c i p l e the reformation f u n c t i o n i s a sum over a l l 
heavy baryons which can form, but i n the absence of any 
inf o r m a t i o n on the r e l a t i v e weights of the terms, we 
approximate to j u s t one, R5 • Consequently we neglect 
any smearing of the d i s t r i b u t i o n to smaller Xy^ 
^ + Q 
from intermediate s t a t e s . However Z (uus) doesn't 
s decay to A° (uds), although Z° (uds) does, so i n our s s 
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+ , p i c t u r e 1/3 of the strange baryons produced are ^ _ ' s , 
s 
and 2/3 A°'s. s 
Using the same n o t a t i o n we define 
a( p > M M X) 
B ^ ^ 
M* 
1 5 
n [dx. ] 6 (1 - I X.: 
vo i = l ^ i = l ^  
f ^ ( {x5})a^^^(QB)R5^(x3,x^)6(xj;^ "'^3"^4^ (6.1.3) 
a ( n ^ M„M„X) 




1 4 4 
n [dx. 1 6 (1 - Ex.) 
o i = l i = l 
f!l^^^4^^°tot^^^^^^^^''^'''^^^^''M (6.1.4) 7»-4'-^-MQ "2 ^ 4' 
and again the d i f f r a c t i v e cross-sections, o^, are calculated 
by summing these f o r the Pomeron s c a t t e r i n g on the Q or 
Q, and over the d i f f e r e n t quark combinations which can form 
the f i n a l hadron. R ^ i s a s i n g l e term approximation f o r 
the meson reformation f u n c t i o n . Our mechanism cannot 
produce d i f f r a c t i v e ^Q'S f r o m l l ' s . 
I n each case the heavy quark which doesn't recombine 
w i l l produce a heavy hadron (probably a meson) at low x, 
e i t h e r by fragmenting or recombining w i t h sea quarks. 
We assume t h a t i f heavy hadron production does not occur, 
the heavy quarks a n n i h i l a t e each other. 
"Hidden" heavy f l a v o u r ( J / 'I' , T etc) production i s 
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not c a l c u l a b l e without f u r t h e r assumptions, but i s c l e a r l y 
suppressed by the need to get the colour and i n v a r i a n t 
mass c o r r e c t , since the QQ pa i r i n our p i c t u r e are 
created i n a colour o c t e t s t a t e . I t i s observed to be 
very small compared to "open" heavy f l a v o u r production. 
The d i f f r a c t i v e heavy f l a v o u r production cross-
sections are c a l c u l a t e d by adding the c o n t r i b u t i o n s 
from both the i n i t i a l p a r t i c l e s , g i v i n g 
a^(pp.AQMQX) = 2a^(p>AQMQX) = ( PP>AQMQX/A^M^X) 
a^(p>AQMQX) + o^(p >AQMQX) (6.1.5) 
O^(PP>MQMQX) = 2a^(p>MQMQX) = a^(pp>MQMQX) 
OdCp^MpV) . a^(pjMQMQX) (6.1.6) 
a^(np>AQMQX) = a^ip^h^H^X) (6.1.7) 
a^(np.MQMQX) = a^(n^MQMQX) . a ^ ( p . y Q X ) (6.1.8) 
6.2 RECOMBINATION FUNCTIONS 
I n the |uudQQ> Fock state of a proton the Q i s at very 
low X, whereas i n a A^ valence d i s t r i b u t i o n i t c a r r i e s 
most of the momentum, and the l i g h t quarks are at low x. 
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AQ production from the i n i t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n must be 
suppressed by t h i s mis-match. We take 
Q^ 3 R.^(x, , x„, X . ) = N.^f;J ( ^ , ^ ) 
^ Q X , X , X , 
Q Q Q 
(6.2.1) 
where fj (defined by (2.6.7)) gives the d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
the valence quarks i n a A^. 
The n o r m a l i z a t i o n constant N^^ i s chosen so th a t the 
overlap i n t e g r a l i s u n i t y i f we consider a l l possible 
f i n a l states i n the reverse process A^Qu+X, ie 
ri 5 5 A 
dxA 
o Q, 
n [dx.] 6 ( 1 - I x.)N.Qf5 , ^ ) 
o i = l i = l ^ '^Q x^ x;^  x/^  
Q Q Q 
((6.2.2) 
I n s e r t i n g the n o r m a l i z a t i o n c o n d i t i o n f o r f;^ , which may 
Q 
be w r i t t e n 
^dx^dx2dx3 f 3 ( X j ^ ^ X2 ^X5 ) ^ ^ . ^ . ^ . ^ ) 
O ^3 XA XA XA XA XA XA 
XA^ Q Q Q Q Q Q 
(6.2.3) 
we o b t a i n 
n 
O "Q - Q 
1 '^Q 




dx, xl (1-x, )N.^ = 1 
1 A ^ A„ A„ 5 J o Q Q Q 
(6.2.4) 
This implies 
= 12 (6.2.5) 
W r i t i n g 
M* M* 
Q M^ M^ ^^ Q '^Q 
(6.2.6) 
M* 
R^^(x2,x^) = N ^ % % ( : 2 ,^4 ) Q.2 ,x, X, 
Q Xw X 
"Q '^^'Q 
(6.2.7) 
s i m i l a r arguments give 
o Q 
1 5 5 M* 
n [ d x . l 6 ( 1 - Z X, )N Q f ^ ^ ( ] ^ , ^ ) 
O i = l i = l ^ ^ "^Q X^ XT7 
6(xj^^-X3-x^) = 1 (6.2.8) 
o ^Q 
p i 4 4 M* 
n [dx.] 6 ( 1 - Z x . ) N ^ Q f j ^ ^ ( ^ , ^ ) 
6 (X -X2-x^) = 1 (6.2.9) 
which we again evaluate using the normalization conditions 
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f o r the f ' s . The r e s u l t s are l i s t e d i n table 6; 
^0 
^4^ 
12 24 6 
Table 6a: The reformation f u n c t i o n normalization f a c t o r s . 
6.3 RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 
I n t h i s s e c t i o n we present the p r e d i c t i o n s of our 
model,.(6.1.2)-(6.1.4), and compare them w i t h the data 
using (6.1.5)-(6.1.8). A l l the i n t e g r a l s , a f t e r those 
over the 6 - f u n c t i o n s , are calculated numerically. 
We begin by considering the d i f f e r e n t i a l forms of 
(6.1.2)-(6.1.4) w i t h respect to the x of the heavy flavoured 
i 
hadron at f i x e d s^, i n f i g u r e s 6.2 to 6.12. We choose 
1 
values of s^ f o r which data e x i s t s , or i s l i k e l y to i n 
the f u t u r e . Where there i s data the agreement between 
theory and experiment i s qui t e good at large |x|, 
while at small |x| the data l i e s w e l l above our p r e d i c t i o n s . 
This i s due t o c e n t r a l production, which i s not 
predicted by our model. Perturbative QCD does not r e a l l y 
e x p l a i n t h i s e i t h e r ; (see Section 1.2). When a b e t t e r 
model e x i s t s , the sum of i t s p r e d i c t i o n s and ours w i l l 
h o p e f u l l y account f o r the data at a l l values of x. We 
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10^  T — 1 — T — 1 — 1 — I — I — 1 r 
+1 
0-0 -0-2 -0-4 -0-6 -08 -10 
F i g u r e 6.2: Our p r e d i c t i o n f o r x da ,(pp*A°KX) a t s^=20 GeV, 
compared w i t h the data i n a small s2-range c e n t r e d on 
t h i s v a l u e 
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I I I 
4 - + 
-1-0-0-8-0-6-0-4-0-2 0-0 0-2 0-4 0-6 0-8 1-0 
X 
F i g u r e 6; 3: Our p r e d i c t i o n f o r x ^"d(pp-^A°KX) a t s 
compared w i t h the. data a t t h i s v a l u e . The 
16.6 GeV, 
experiment i n r e f e r e n c e 48 has a b i a s a g a i n s t f a s t 
f o r w a r d ( x > l ) p a r t i c l e s , hence the (unexpected) asymmetry 
i n the d a t a . 
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F i g u r e 6.4: Our p r e d i c t i o n f o r x d(pp-^K KX) a t . 
1 dx 
s2=13.7 GeV (---) and 18.1 GeV (— 
(49) 
data a t these v a l u e s 
) , compared w i t h the 
, o and • r e s p e c t i v e l y . We • 
assume 2/3 o f the KK p r o d u c t i o n i s K K, c o n s i d e r i n g 





F i g u r e 6.5: Our p r e d i c t i o n f o r ^  ^__d(pp>K°KX) a t 
1 n dx 
s2=19.6 GeV (---) and 23.8 GeV ( ) , compared w i t h the 
data a t these v a l u e s ^ ^ ^ \ o and • r e s p e c t i v e l y . We 
assume 1/3 o f the KK p r o d u c t i o n i s K°K, c o n s i d e r i n g the 
p o s s i b i l i t i e s out o f uudss> which can form a K°. 
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-1-0-0-8-0-6-0-4-0-2 0-0 0-2 0-4 0-6 0-8 1 0 
X 
F i g u r e 6.6: Our p r e d i c t i o n f o r x ^_^(np>A°KX) a t • 
1 ' dx 1 
s^=16.6 GeV, compared w i t h the data a t t h i s s^ value 








T — I — I — I— r 
i^L-J I I 1 1 L—i-
00 0-2 (yu 0-6 0-8 
X 
10 
F i g u r e 6.7: Our p r e d i c t i o n f o r x d(np^-KKX) a t 
1 - dx 
8^ = 13.7 GeV (---) and 18.1 GeV ( — ) compared w i t h the 
(49) 
data a t these v a l u e s , o and • r e s p e c t i v e l y . x>0 
i s the p i o n d i r e c t i o n . 
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1 — I — I — 1 — I — T — 1 I r 
-1-0 -0-8 -0-6 -0-4 -0-2 0-0 0-2 0-4 0-6 0-8 1-0 
F i g u r e 6.8: Our p r e d i c t i o n f o r x ^[_^(np>K°KX) a t 
1 dx 1 /^g^ 
s^=16.6 GeV compared w i t h the data a t t h i s s^ v a l u e 
x>0 i s the p i o n d i r e c t i o n , and we again assume 1/3 
of t he KK p r o d u c t i o n from the p r o t o n i s K°K. 
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00 0-2 0-4 0-6 08 .10 
|x| 
F i g u r e 6.9: Our p r e d i c t i o n s f o r ^ ^d (pp-»-A M„X) a t 
d |x ^ ^ 
1 1 
s^=53 GeV f o r Q=s, and s^=64 GeV f o r Q=c,b, compared w i t h 
t heA°^^ (o) and A ^  ^^^^ (•) data a t these r e s p e c t i v e s c ^ 
e n e r g i e s . 
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GO 0-2 0-4 0-6 08 1-0 
Ixl 
F i g u r e 6.10: Our p r e d i c t i o n s f o r '^ '^ d (pp>M„M„X) 
i d|x| ^ Q 
a t s =64 GeV f o r Q=s,c,b, compared w i t h the D-meson 
data^^"*"^ a t t h i s v a l u e o f s^. 
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0 0 0-2 0 4 X 06 0-8 1 0 
do. F i g u r e 6.11: Our p r e d i c t i o n s f o r ^ HIQIP+MQMQX) a t 
s^=26 GeV f o r Q=s,c,b. x>0 i s the p i o n d i r e c t i o n . 
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d o ; 
dx 
(nb) 
-rO "0-8 -0-6 -0-4 -0-2 00 0-2 0 4 0 6 O S 10 
F i g u r e 6.12: Our p r e d i c t i o n s f o r ^ _^(pp-^TTX) and 
_ _ _ 1 dx 
d a^(pp >A^TX/A^TX) a t 8^=540 GeV, f o r m^=35 GeV and the 
djT 
lower ct^ ( o ) from t a b l e 5 b ( b ) . W i t h t he h i g h e r i n t e r c e p t 
t 
f rom t a b l e 5b(a) these curves should be m u l t i p l i e d 
by 8, and f o r the o t h e r choices o f m^ may be sc a l e d by the 
r a t i o s o f t h e c r o s s - s e c t i o n s i n t a b l e s 6b and 6c. x>0 
i s t he p r o t o n d i r e c t i o n . 
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e s t i m a t e t h a t our d i f f r a c t i v e c o n t r i b u t i o n i s about 1/5 
o f t h e t o t a l p r o d u c t i o n c r o s s - s e c t i o n w e l l above t h r e s h o l d , 
F i g u r e 6.12 shows our p r e d i c t i o n s f o r t o p p r o d u c t i o n 
a t t h e p p - C o l l i d e r , as a f u n c t i o n o f x. 
Our x - d i s t r i b u t i o n s are s i m i l a r i n shape t o those o f 
Brodsky e t a l ^ ^ ^ and Barger a t a l ^ ^ \ b u t we a l s o p r e d i c t 
the n o r m a l i z a t i o n , r a t h e r than f i t t i n g t o the charm data 
and assuming (m^/m^)^ s c a l i n g f o r h e a v i e r f l a v o u r s . 
Our s u p p r e s s i o n i s somewhat g r e a t e r ( f o r the lower choice 
o f t h e unknown heavy f l a v o u r Regge t r a j e c t o r y i n t e r c e p t ) , 
as shown i n f i g u r e 6.13. T h i s i s due t o the i n c r e a s i n g 
d i f f i c u l t y o f f o r m i n g the heavy hadrons as m^ i n c r e a s e s . 
We a l s o p r e d i c t a decrease i n the p r o d u c t i o n r a t i o 
AQMQ:MQMQ as m^ i n c r e a s e s , because t o r e f o r m a AQ 
r e q u i r e s two l i g h t v alence quarks a t p r o g r e s s i v e l y lower 
X, whereas an MQ r e q u i r e s o n l y one. 
We now c o n s i d e r the p r e d i c t i o n s o f ( 6 . 1 . 2 ) - ( 6 . 1 . 4 ) , 
as a f u n c t i o n o f s^. The measured c r o s s - s e c t i o n s f o r 
heavy f l a v o u r p r o d u c t i o n , a f t e r r i s i n g from t h r e s h o l d , 
seem t o ten d t o a c o n s t a n t f r a c t i o n o f the t o t a l c r o s s -
s e c t i o n . Our d i f f r a c t i v e model p r e d i c t s t h i s b e h aviour, 
and so presumably the o t h e r ( c e n t r a l ) c o n t r i b u t i o n has 
i t as w e l l . 
To compare our p r e d i c t i o n s w i t h experiment as a 
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m ^  (GeV) 
F i g u r e 6.13: Our p r e d i c t i o n f o r a^(pp*MQMQX) as a 
f u n c t i o n o f m^, f o r t h r e e v a l u e s of s^. At the 
b r a n c h i n g t he s o l i d curve i s f o r the h i g h e r Regge 
i n t e r c e p t model ( i e ot ^  (o) °^  ""^n^' d o t t e d 
Q ^ 
curve f o r t h e lower (a ^  ( o ) -nip). 
1 Q ^ 
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F i g u r e 6.14: Our p r e d i c t i o n s f o r (pp-^MpMpX) or 
a^(pp-MQMQX) ( ) , and c^ipp-h^H^X) or (pp-A^M^X/A^M^X) 
( ) , as f u n c t i o n s o f s^, m u l t i p l i e d by 5 t o a l l o w f o r 
c e n t r a l p r o d u c t i o n . Also shown i s the p p ( i n e l a s t i c ) 
d ata^^^^»), and t h a t f o r st r a n g e ^ \ V ) , charm^^^^D) 
and b o t t o m ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ \ o ) p r o d u c t i o n , w i t h s o l i d p o i n t s f o r 
mesons and open p o i n t s f o r baryons. Top p r o d u c t i o n i s 
shown f o r the lower (o) from t a b l e 5 b ( b ) , and may be 
t 
s c a l e d t o the h i g h e r v a l u e s i n t a b l e 5b(a) by m u l t i p l y i n g 
by 6, 8, 10 f o r m^=25, 35, 45 GeV r e s p e c t i v e l y . The 
2/3 
charm and bottom data i s p l o t t e d assuming an A 
dependence f o r t he c r o s s - s e c t i o n as a f u n c t i o n o f atomic 
mass number A, which i s thought t o be a b e t t e r approx-
i m a t i o n t h a n an A"'' dependence^ \ 
Fi g u r e 6.15: Our p r e d i c t i o n s f o r o^dip+MQMQX) ( ) and 
a ^(IIP+AQMQX) ( ) , as f u n c t i o n s o f s^, m u l t i p l i e d by 5 
t o a l l o w f o r c e n t r a l p r o d u c t i o n . Also shown i s the 
np ( i n e l a s t i c ) data^^^^(»), and t h a t f o r s t r a n g e ^ ' ^ 
(58) (59) ( V ) , charm^ (•) and bottom (O) p r o d u c t i o n , w i t h s o l i d 
p o i n t s f o r mesons and open ones f o r baryons. A^ p r o d u c t i o n 
i s f o r x<0, and D and B p r o d u c t i o n i s f o r x>0 o n l y , 
as t h i s i s what i s measured e x p e r i m e n t a l l y . x>0 i s the 
p i o n d i r e c t i o n . As i n f i g u r e 6.14 the charm and bottom 
2/3 
da t a i s p l o t t e d assuming an A ' dependence f o r the 
c r o s s - s e c t i o n . 
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F i g u r e 6.14, 




F i g u r e 6.15 
(inelastic) 
10^ , 10^ 
s"^ (GeV) 
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f u n c t i o n of we th e r e f o r e m u l t i p l y by 5 to allow f o r 
c e n t r a l production. The r e s u l t s are shown i n f i g u r e s 
6.14 and 6.15. 
We ext r a p o l a t e back to l i g h t (u,d) fl a v o u r production, 
to see how f a r the model may be pushed, being c a r e f u l 
to avoid double counting (which i s a n e g l i g i b l e e f f e c t 
f o r the heavier f l a v o u r production). Figure 6.16 shows 
the various c o n t r i b u t i o n s to a t o t a l hadronic cross-
s e c t i o n , and using t h a t n o t a t i o n our calculated cross-
sections are 
' d^^ B = SdA^SeB ^ SdB^ 
(6.3.1) 
' d^^ A = SdB^SeA SdA^ 
We r e q u i r e a^(AB * X), given by 
a^(AB > X) = g^^g^g + gg^g^3 + g^^g^B (6.3.2) 
and, assuming g^^, g^g > g^^, g^g (which i s observed 
e x p e r i m e n t a l l y ) , make the approximation 
a ^ (AB > X) = i ( a ^ ( A ^ X) + o^(B ^  X)) (6.3.3) 
I t i s t h i s q u a n t i t y which i s p l o t t e d i n f i g u r e s 6.14 





elastic oliffreicti c e n t r a l 
Figure 6.16: The d i f f e r e n t c o n t r i b u t i o n s making up 
cJ^Q^(AB). The g's are defined so t h a t «^e^^^^^^^"^eA^eB 
and a^(AB*X)=g^^g^g + g^^g^g + SdASdE' 
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The agreement between our p r e d i c t i o n s and the data 
i s reasonably good, considering we have simply extrapolated 
our model to a region of m^  f o r which i t was not o r i g i n a l l y 
designed. I t i s also possible t h a t the c e n t r a l and 
d i f f r a c t i v e c o n t r i b u t i o n s have d i f f e r e n t m^-dependence, 
and so m u l t i p l y i n g our p r e d i c t i o n s by 5 independent of 
mp i s inaccurate. Improved data on charm and bottom 
production i s required to examine t h i s . 
Figure 6.14 and 6.15 show t h a t the threshold r i s e 
f o r u,d and s production i s too slow. This i s presumably 
because the c e n t r a l component r i s e s f a s t e r than the 
d i f f r a c t i v e one. Our naive method of allowing f o r 
1 
c e n t r a l production i s then only v a l i d f o r >> s^ ^^ , 
I n f i g u r e 6.14 our p r e d i c t i o n f o r t o t a l BB production 
i s i n c o n f l i c t w i t h the one data p o i n t ^ ^ ^ \ but as i t 
i s so'near to threshold t h i s does not unduly worry us. 
Our p r e d i c t i o n f o r production i s w e l l below the. 
(disputed) data^^^K 
1 
A l l these c a l c u l a t i o n s are done w i t h = 0.45 GeV 
and A = 0.30 GeV, which are e s s e n t i a l l y the only parameters 
i n our model. These values are chosen to give the best 
o v e r a l l agreement w i t h the data, although f o r the 
heaviest quarks the r e s u l t s are i n s e n s i t i v e to these 
choices. 
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Considering the range bf both s^ and m^  over which 
we are p r e d i c t i n g , and the q u a l i t y of the present data, 
the agreement between theory and experiment i s quite 
good. 
6.4 LEPTONS FROM TOP QUARKS AT THE COLLIDER 
Top quarks produced at the pp-Collider should reveal 
themselves through t h e i r l e p t o n i c decay ^  ' ^"^  \ shown 
i n f i g u r e 6.17. The f i n a l state muons (electrons) 
can be detected i f k^ ,, > 5(15) GeV, provided e > 10°. 
Leptons from the decay of d i f f r a c t i v e top hadrons w i l l 
mostly have 6 < 10° f o r any ' tiecause of the 
l o n g i t u d i n a l momentum spectrum of f i g u r e 6.12. 
However each d i f f r a c t i v e top hadron leaves behind 
another top quark, whose x - d i s t r i b u t i o n i s calculable 
e i t h e r by undoing the x^ i n t e g r a l i n (6.1.2) or the 
x^ i n t e g r a l i n (6.1.3). I n both cases the r e s u l t peaks 
at the o r i g i n , w i t h e s s e n t i a l l y a l l of the d i s t r i b u t i o n 
having |x | < 0.05, as shown, f o r example, i n f i g u r e 
6.18. This produces few leptons w i t h k^-j^ ^  5 GeV 
and 6 < 10°, since i n the quark r e s t frame any lepton 
w i t h k^^ >^  5 GeV has 6 >^  20° ( f o r m^  ^  25-45 GeV). 
The hadronization of the top quark before i t s decay, 
e i t h e r by fragmentation or recombination w i t h a low-x 
sea quark, has a n e g l i g i b l e e f f e c t on t h i s argument, 
because the i n t r i n s i c krj, i s small ('^ 0.45 GeV) and 
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) < — 
Figure 6.17: The lepton 1(1) from the decay of a top 
quark t ( t ) produced at the pp-Collider, showing the four-





l-O -0-8 -0-6 • -0-4 -0-2 0 0 0-2 0-4 0-6 0-8 1 0 
Figure 6.18: Our p r e d i c t i o n f o r ^ ^(pp^TTX) at 
1 dx _ 
s'2'=540 GeV, f o r the x of the d i f f r a c t i v e T/T, and that 
of the t / t " l e f t behind", x > 0 i s the proton d i r e c t i o n 
We have taken m =35 GeV and the lower (o) from table 
5b(b). 
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m^  = m^. 
We therefore c a l c u l a t e the f r a c t i o n of leptons w i t h 
^ T l ^ ^TC ^°P quark r e s t frame, and assume a l l 
these have 6 > 10° i n the pp COM frame, f o r k^ -^. S 5 GeV. 
Following Morgan and Jacob^^^\ we use the standard 
V-A weak i n t e r a c t i o n theory^"^^^ to c a l c u l a t e 
r ( t •»• l v ^ b ) ( = r ( t I v ^ b ) ) , neglecting a l l f i n a l p a r t i c l e 
masses. The decay i s shown i n f i g u r e 6.19. 
The amplitude i s 
V T v ^ b = 2'^Gu^^y«(UY3)uiUj^y^(l+Y5)u^ (6.4.1.) 
S u b s t i t u t i n g t h i s i n t o (1.4.2) f o r N=3 gives (62) 
64G^ 
r ( t > l v ^ b ) = 
r d3ky 
2m^ vj 
d3k, d3kv, — b — 1 
2(2n)3E-y 2(2n)3E, 2(2n)3E i b V. 
(2 n) '•6'^(k^-k-r-k, -k )k^.kTk,.k 
t 1 b t l b v-j^  
(6.4.2) 
and so 
g_ d 3 r (t>lv-^b) ^ G^k^.ky 
d3ky 4 n ^ 
^^^^b d'*k 6'* (k^-kr-k,-k ) 
--— t 1 b 
t 0 
6(k2 )k, .k, 
"1 ^ ^ 
G^k^.ky r 
4n5 m t vj 
dE^df2j^E^6 ((.k^-kjy- -2k^. (k^-ky)) 
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Figure 6.19: The l e p t o n i c decay of a top quark, showing 
the four-momenta. G i s the weak coupling. 
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k^.(k^-ky) (6.4.3) 
I n the hv^ COM frame 
6((k^-ky)2-2k^.(kj_-ky))k^.(k^-kY) = 5(1V^ - ^ b ) ^ 
(6.4.4) 
Using t h i s the remaining i n t e g r a l s i n (6.4.3) are easy, 
w i t h the r e s u l t ( w r i t t e n i n i n v a r i a n t form) 
g_ d3r-(t>lv^b) ^ G ^ k ^ ( k ^ - k i ) 2 , 5^  
d^ky Sn'^ m^  
We define the v a r i a b l e s y, z, and the axis d i r e c t i o n by 
k-
These give 
Y =zk^ ; m2y E k j y ; ^ - (6.4.6) 
d^ky ^ m2dzdyd(J) 
E j 2z (6.4.,7) 
where <t> i s the angle d e f i n i n g k - j j - We introduce the 
branching r a t i o f o r t->lv^b, 
B(t.Tvib) = r O t > T v ^ (6.4.8) 
^ t o t 
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r being the t o t a l top quark width. Using these 
d e f i n i t i o n s i n (6.4.5), w i t h (1.5.6) f o r the dot 
products, we i n t e g r a t e over (f to get 
d^B (t>Tv^b) ^ G^ m^  (,,Z)(i_,_Z) (6.4.9) 
dzdy 16n3r •' t o t 
z z 
k^Y (and t h e r e f o r e , from (6.4.6), y) maximizes 
when the b-quark and are c o l l i n e a r . Expanding 
k^ = (ky+k^+ky ) ^ f o r t h i s s i t u a t i o n , and using 
(1.5.6) f o r the dot products gives 
and so, using (6.4.6) 
y.= z ( l - z) (6.4.10) 
- k? For leptons w i t h k^y s k^^ ( i e y s y^ = _ ^ ) , the allowed 
region of yz space i s shown i n f i g u r e 6.20. 
We define the dimensionless constant B^ by 
B = ^ ^ " " t (6.4.11) 
o 16n3r^ ^ t o t 
and 6B as the branching r a t i o f o r b^lv^b w i t h k^y ^ k^^. 
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O 0-2 O* 0-4 0? l-O 
Figure 6.20: The yz plane, w i t h the allowed region f o r 
leptons w i t h y a y^ shaded. 
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which i s the subject of t h i s c a l c u l a t i o n . S u b s t i t u t i n g 
(6.4.11) i n t o (6.4.9), and i n t e g r a t i n g over the allowed 
area, we obtain 
6B = B. dz 
r z ( i - z ) 
dy 
C^ 
( l + ^ 2 ) ( l - z 4 ) 
B !-!' + ! l - y r 2 + ^ ' +yc+y2 logz-^C 
6 6 12 2z 6z2 1 
(6.4.12) 
which gives 6B as a f u n c t i o n of y^. For the c a l c u l a t i o n s 
we choose B( t>Tv ^ b)=0.1. I n the l i m i t y^^O, 6 B>B( t>Tv ^ b ) , 
so t h i s choice f i x e s B^=1.2. 
o 
Table 6b contains our predicted lepton y i e l d s 
from d i f f r a c t i v e TT production at the pp-Collider, 
f o r three possible top quark masses. <5B i s calculated 
from (6.4.12), and the predicted numbers of leptons are 
f o r an assumed i n t e g r a t e d luminosity of 100 nb ^. The 
cross-sections are from f i g u r e 6.14, without the c e n t r a l 
production f a c t o r of 5. Remember these are f o r the 
smaller Regge i n t e r c e p t s from table 5b(b), and the 
large r i n t e r c e p t s from table 5b(a) give r e s u l t s 
bigger by 6, 8, 10 f o r m^=25, 35, 45 GeV r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
I f c e n t r a l production at the C o l l i d e r r e a l l y i s 4 times 





m^  (GeV) 25 35 45 
0 (nb) 30 9.1 3.4 
5 
a6B (nb) 1.8 0.71 0.29 
No of 
leptons 180 71 29 
8 
a6B (nb) 0.71 0.47 0.23 
No of 
leptons 71 47 23 
15 
a6B (nb) 0 2.8x10"^ 6.8x10"^ 
No of 
leptons 0 3 7 
20 
a6B (nb) 0 0 5.8x10'^ 
No of 
leptons 0 0 0 or 1 
Table 6b: The predicte d lepton y i e l d s from pp^TTX 
at s*=540 GeV. 
produce a v i s i b l e lepton w i t h roughly the same p r o b a b i l i t y 
as the d i f f r a c t i v e ones, then a l l these r e s u l t s should be 
m u l t i p l i e d by 5 f o r the t o t a l ( d i f f r a c t i v e and c e n t r a l ) 
lepton y i e l d s . We also consider the larger c u t - o f f 
k^^ = 8(20) GeV f o r muons ( e l e c t r o n s ) . 
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Table 6c contains the corresponding p r e d i c t i o n s 
f o r leptons from d i f f r a c t i v e A^T/A^T production at the 




m^  (GeV) 25 35 45 
a(nb) 3.0x10"-^ 8.5x10"^ 3.0x10"^ 
5 
a6B (nb) 1.9x10"^ 6.7x10"^ 2.6x10"^ 
No of 
leptons -v, 2 'K. 1 0 or 1 
8 
o6B (nb) 7.3x10"^ 4.4x10"^ 2.0x10"^ 
No of 
leptons -v, 1 'V'O or 1 0 or 1 
15 
a6B (nb) 0 2.6x10"^ 6.1x10"^ 
No of 
leptons 0 0 0 
20 
a6B (nb) 0 0 5.1x10"^ 
No of 
leptons 
0 0 0 
Table 6c: The predicte d leptori y i e l d s from pp+A^TX^^TX 
at 8^=540 GeV. 
From these numbers we conclude t h a t i f the top 
quark has a mass i n the range we have considered, i t 
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should be v i s i b l e at the pp-Collider v i a i t s muonic, 
and also possibly i t s e l e c t r o n i c , decay, f o r an inte g r a t e d 
l u m i n o s i t y of '^ 100 nb ^' 
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The aim of t h i s work has been to develop a model 
f o r the d i f f r a c t i v e production of heavy flavours i n 
hadron s c a t t e r i n g , p r e d i c t i n g both the normalization 
and x-dependence of the production cross-sections. 
Our model contains three i n g r e d i e n t s ; the i n i t i a l 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of i n t r i n s i c heavy quarks i n the i n c i d e n t 
hadron, the heavy quark-hadron t o t a l cross-section, 
and the recombination f u n c t i o n f o r producing heavy 
fl a v o u r e d hadrons from the scattered quarks. I n an 
i n t e r a c t i o n a hadron s c a t t e r s on one of the i n t r i n s i c 
heavy quarks i n the other hadron, w i t h very l i t t l e 
d i s r u p t i o n of i t s i n i t i a l x - d i s t r i b u t i o n . The p r o b a b i l i t y 
of the heavy quarks forming heavy hadrons i s given by 
the overlap of t h i s d i s t r i b u t i o n w i t h the recombination 
f u n c t i o n , which i s e s s e n t i a l l y the heavy hadron valence 
d i s t r i b u t i o n . I f the QQ pa i r do not hadronize i n t h i s 
way, we assume they a n n i h i l a t e each other. 
I n Chapter 2 we modelled c o n s t i t u t e n t valence quark 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s f o r a l l types of hadron. They are needed 
to c a l c u l a t e the heavy flavoured hadron recombination 
f u n c t i o n s , and the QQ d i s t r i b u t i o n s i n l i g h t hadrons. 
For pions and nucleons we compared these valence 
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d i s t r i b u t i o n s w i t h deep i n e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g data, and 
i n each case found discrepancies, the t h e o r e t i c a l peak 
being at lar g e r x. This i s expected because the data 
i s f o r current quarks whereas our d i s t r i b u t i o n s are of 
c o n s t i t u e n t quarks, which are current quarks surrounded 
by a sea of qq p a i r s and gluons. I f our d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
are probed by l a r g e r momentum t r a n s f e r s ( i n order to 
resolve the current quarks), they w i l l be suppressed to 
smaller x by QCD e v o l u t i o n . This moves the t h e o r e t i c a l 
curves i n f i g u r e s 2.5 and 2.6 towards the data, thus, 
one may suppose, r e s o l v i n g the discrepancies. 
These valence d i s t r i b u t i o n s obey the dimensional 
counting r u l e s as x->-l, and by r e c i p r o c i t y should match 
up w i t h t h e i r corresponding fragmentation functions as 
z-^1. We i n v e s t i g a t e d t h i s i n Chapter 3, where we 
modelled the fragmentation f u n c t i o n s . For heavy quarks 
the dominant fragmentation process i s Q-^ M^ q, so our 
p r e d i c t i o n s compare d i r e c t l y w i t h experiment. Figure 
3.2 and t a b l e 3a i n d i c a t e the good agreement obtained 
f o r both charm and bottom fragmentation. We also give 
p r e d i c t i o n s f o r top quark fragmentation. 
I n Chapter 4 we ca l c u l a t e d the i n t r i n s i c heavy 
quark d i s t r i b u t i o n s i n l i g h t hadrons, assuming th a t 
the p a i r are created by a gluon emitted from one of 
the valence c o n s t i t u e n t quarks. Our p r e d i c t i o n f o r 
charm production i n deep i n e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g due to 
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i n t r i n s i c charmed quarks i s under the data, even without 
a possible QCD e v o l u t i o n , as shown i n f i g u r e 4.6. Since 
the data i s already w e l l described by the photon-gluon 
f u s i o n model, t h i s i s necessary to avoid any c o n f l i c t . 
The remaining i n g r e d i e n t , the heavy quark-hadron 
t o t a l cross-section, was considered i n Chapter 5. We 
modelled t o t a l hadronic cross-sections by i n t r o d u c i n g 
the idea of a l i g h t (valence) quark-hadron cross-section, 
dominated by Pomeron exchange at large s. We extended 
t h i s t o heavy quarks using the f-dominance hypothesis 
f o r the Pomeron-quark coupling. The r i s e of these 
cross-sections from threshold i s l i m i t e d both by 
dynamics i e the d i f f i c u l t y of forming the f i n a l state 
hadrons i n the exclusive threshold process, and by 
kinematics i e the r e s t r i c t e d range of t av a i l a b l e at 
low s. Correcting f o r these e f f e c t s , and using the 
hypothesis of generalized vector dominance enabled us to 
p r e d i c t the cross-section f o r the photo-production of 
heavy f l a v o u r s . Figure 5.5 shows the good agreement 
w i t h the data f o r charm production. 
We used these successes as the basis f o r our model 
of d i f f r a c t i v e hadronic heavy f l a v o u r production, 
assuming the i n t r i n s i c heavy quarks i n one hadron are 
scattered by the other, before reforming heavy flavoured 
hadrons. We constructed t h i s model, and tested i t 
against experiment, i n Chapter 6. Figures 6.2 to 6.10 
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show good agreement w i t h the data at large x, whereas at 
small X the data l i e s above our p r e d i c t i o n s because of 
c e n t r a l production. This presumably occurs through a 
q u i t e d i f f e r e n t mechanism, and when a good model e x i s t s , 
i t s p r e d i c t i o n s added to ours should be able to account 
f o r the data at a l l x. 
Central production appears to c o n s t i t u t e about 4/5 
of the t o t a l cross-section, and so we m u l t i p l i e d our 
d i f f r a c t i v e r e s u l t s by 5 before p l o t t i n g them against 
the t o t a l cross-section data as a f u n c t i o n of s^ i n 
f i g u r e s 6.14 and 6.15. These f i g u r e s also contain our 
p r e d i c t i o n s of the t o t a l cross-sections f o r bottom and 
top production. The data support the threshold r i s e 
b u i l t i n t o the model, but suggest t h a t c e n t r a l production 
r i s e s f a s t e r than the d i f f r a c t i v e component, at least 
f o r l i g h t f l a v o u r s . ( I t i s also possible that our 
threshold r i s e f o r the d i f f r a c t i v e component i s too 
slow f o r the l i g h t e s t f l a v o u r s ; i t was derived w i t h 
heavy f l a v o u r s i n mind). We have extrapolated the 
model to l i g h t (u,d) f l a v o u r production, and o b t a i n 
agreement w i t h the data to b e t t e r than a f a c t o r of 
2 at large s. This i s the most one should expect, 
since the assumptions i n our model, ( p a r t i c u l a r l y the 
use of lowest order QCD t o create the i n t r i n s i c QQ), 
cannot r e a l l y be j u s t i f i e d f o r l i g h t quark production. 
The production of top quarks at the pp-Collider 
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i s of p a r t i c u l a r i n t e r e s t at the moment, so we devoted 
Section 6.4 to c a l c u l a t i n g the large k^ lepton y i e l d 
from our d i f f r a c t i v e top production, f o r a range of m^ . 
The backgrounds to these leptons have been considered 
by various authors^^''''^"^^ and the top signal should be 
c l e a r l y v i s i b l e above them. There should also be 
associated j e t a c t i v i t y from the bottom quark decay. 
We considered two possible top quark-proton cross-
sections; the smaller o f these i s r e a l l y a lower 
bound, so f a i l u r e t o observe leptons at or above the 
r a t e p r e d i c t e d using t h i s would cast serious doubt on 
the existence of the top quark w i t h a mass i n the 
range 25 ^  m^  ^  45 GeV. 
We discussed other models f o r hadronic production 
of heavy f l a v o u r s i n Section 1.2. The x-dependence we 
p r e d i c t f o r the cross-sections i s i n sharp contrast to 
(3) 
those from QCD p e r t u r b a t i o n theory models , cal c u l a t e d 
using (1.2.1). These peak at x=0, but are unable to 
account f o r the observed magnitudes of c e n t r a l heavy 
f l a v o u r production. Our x - d i s t r i b u t i o n s of heavy 
flavoured hadrons are s i m i l a r to those predicted by 
Barger et al^^\ Brodsky et a l ^ ^ ^ and Donnachie^^\ 
despite the rather d i f f e r e n t p i c t u r e we adopt. However 
we p r e d i c t the magnitudes of the d i f f r a c t i v e cross-
s e c t i o n s , rather than normalizing to the data, which i s 
very important f o r e x t r a p o l a t i n g t o top production. 
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We conclude, f i n a l l y , t h a t our d i f f r a c t i v e model 
accounts f o r the present large x hadronic heavy fla v o u r 
production data, and t h a t a l l aspects of the model 
separately compare w e l l w i t h experiment. Hopefully 
more data w i l l appear soon, adding f u r t h e r support; 
i n p a r t i c u l a r i f the top quark has 25 m^  < 45 GeV 
i t should be v i s i b l e at the pp-Collider. 
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